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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
R0L.M.9.RACpuNTYv .NewMexico, J5aturj)ay. November 29, 1919.

XV)."

Establish S.S. Convention
Home Service The
for the

A.R.C.

Fifth-Sunda-

S. S. Convention

y

Mesa will be held at Solano
next Sunday.' Rev. G. B. Hall, President of the Association, promises an
enthusiastic convention with an old
time feast thrown in for good measure.
Arrangements have been made for
Rev. McClure to attend without interference with the meetings here and
deliver the Convention sermon. A
nie day 'will make it a nice time to
have a nice time. Better plan to go.

This Week has been a rather strenuous one with the Red Cross. Mr. R.

RED CROSS

Peeves
We are fed up on war, and strikej,
and profiteering, and the many other
what-not- s
of the day.

SEALS

ARE HEALTH

Si!!!!!!l!IIIIIIIIIIII!i!!III!II!III!il!IIM

AGENTS

Idea Was Originated in This
We are surfeited with' the comE. Winters, Traveling Accountant for
plaints and the grievances of manthe Denver Headquarters, arrived SunCceairy W 1908 fej Miss
kind.
day and audited the books of the Roy
Uailly'P. Bissell, of Wil- Chapter. He expressed great satisThe milk of human kindness has
faction at finding everything ship
curdled and the benevolence of charity
mliigtoii, Del
fhape, following an audit by the
has vanished.
Chapter Committee. He transferred
the balance in Lank of the Mosquero
We need a change.
Auxilliary to the Chapter Funds and
FlilST SALE YIELDED $3,000
G. R. Abernathy, and wife and little
directed the same measure with the
daughter
Monday
in
joy
We
a
need
Brooklyn,
little
hfe.
left
for
Mills Branch, greatly simplifying and
Association,
reducing the work cf the Secretary. Iowa, where they will visit at Mra.
National
Tuberculosis
We need to remember that there id
.He is generous in his praise of the A's. parental home for a time and then
Wiich Sponsors Sale, Will Place '
showing made by the Roy Chapter visit Mr. A's. mother in southern Iowa a right and a wrong a justice and '
G'J0,C0O,CG0 Seals on Sals to
and leaves with the esteem of all and other friends in that state. They an injustice a straight and narrow
'Finance the Fight Against
month.')
will be absent two
;'
or more path, and one as crooked as the hairy
who met him.
Tuberculoois.
'
Concurrent with his visit was a and Ellis will run the farm while egs of the devil.
they
gone
are
"Quien
Alone?
sabe."
visit from Mrs. T M. Eulcau, Field
What a world this would be if we
AWA'I .DCÜOSS
Superintendent, from Denver, who
M. Conner and wife arrived last could all make a change if we could,
came with a number of missions, chief
week 'fromv Oklahoma City and are dig out the Golden Rule and place it;,
of which was to present the need
tenets above aval ice and greed, above
Home Service Station heVe living, at present in one of the I'luYnk-cottages. They talk of building them susnicion and abu.se.
and to put in operation,
Where Chapters have quit, as many a home in Roy and settling here. We
We could bask, in the sunshine of
have, the funds on hand are all turned sincerely hope they will. Mr. Conner
Fn,'XAAí!S"w
life and watch the clouds roll harmAn to the Denver office when work has been ill with Flu and is not worksuspends. She found need haré for ing till he gets better. They drove lessly by.
of
Te lied OiNá Seal as millions
Field Work in looking after the need, back in their trusty old Ford.
agent
an
is
day,
to
it
Ai,)
Unow
We could ree us a people of su-- .
claims- and correspondence of the SolIt was orig:
permen, guided by the teachings of of h'wipiiiesK and health.
dier boys who have returned from the LANDHOLDERS ORGANIZE TO
V.50Í by Mtss Emily P. Bissell,'-In
hmícd
TEST-STATLEASING LAW brotherly love instead of by those of
war as well as need of preparation
of Wllui'iiigio!), Delaware, who learned
conquest and annexation.
,
for Emergency Keiicf for the Civilians
iliroinb .lamb RHf of somewhat simiThe
hearing
of
Otto
the
was
case
and ample funck on hand to properly
seals that were sold In Norway tor
lar
Hollo-majoy
of
finished before District Judge
And we could see the light
n
carry on the work.
the purposo of raisins funds with
this noon and the court took in every heart, in every home.
At a meeting of members of the
which to light tuberculosis.
Executive Committee held Monday the cas'e wider advisement, briefs be.Miss l'.U.sell persuaded Ihe AmeriWe could but we won't.
evening, it was unanimously decided ing filed by contending parties.
Hed Cross to take up the Idea with
can
The case questioning the state land
to carry on the Home Service work
The agitator should take warning. the result that se als were sold 'In a
to make mineral
and Mrs. Grace V. Ogden was elected commissioner's-righ- t
of communities In
to the office f Secretary of this Branch reservations in the issue of patents The American foot is slow to move, limited number
1908. The sale yielded a revenue of
of the work and will begin her duties to state lands, now before Judge Reed but it hits with a teriffic jolt.
approximately $3,000. The Red Cross
December 1st. She will have an office Hclloman of the district court, is probThe wise man tells a few thing 3. then decided to issue the seals each
at the Red Cross Hall and be on duty ably only the forerunner f a number
proceeds over to
year and to turn-thfrom 9 a, m. to 4 p. m. daily except of suits intended to define the state The fool tells it all.
Sunday, where she will attend to all land commissioner's authority.
the National Tuberculosis association
Yes, labor and capital will one day and its affiliated societies for the purAt least Hugh B. Woodward of
the matters for Soldiers which has
been delegated by the War Depart- counsel for the plaintiff indicated that join hands when the government pose "of (innneinii the campaign against
ment to this branch of Red Cros was the purpose of the State Land- glues them together.
tuberculosis.' The number of seals
work, soch as giving information, get- holders Protective Association in a
sold In America increased by leaps
When corporations become human, and bounds until in 1917 the total
ting allowances and Insurance mat- statement made today.
"The present case is only one of and strikes are no more the rest of readied 180,000,000.
ters adjusted, writing Jettters to the
Dept. and numberless other services several suits which probably will be us, forsooth, will also be no more.
This year , the seals are again on
for the men who have not facilities brought for the purpoose of testing all
sale beginning December 1. More
A good suit is worth $30 and sells than half a billion seals have been
for attending to them. Civilian Relief legal questions relative to contracts
and t&e'nvrc of families of soldiers al- of purchase issued by the land of- for $60. A pair of shoes is worth printed for distribution to state and
fice," he said.
"The organization $4 and sells for $10. This paper is local agents. In addition to
so come under this branch.
Mrs. Ruleau has all of New Mexico purposes to have all questions finally worth $10 a year and sells for $1.50. seals "Health Ponds" in denomina-under her supervision and is a most and fully settled by courts of last No profiteering in this shop.
tlons "ranging from $3.00 to 5100. 00
capable, efficient and strenuous woman. resort state and "United States if
seals to
a vito bií sold In ijeu-p- f
This industrial strife appears not 'nrge
All w!m have met her have enjoyed it is necessary to litigate them that
who do not send
contributors,
only to be a cause of killing the goose
her acquaintance and she is the right far."
f'fcur-- "suflKdent quantity of mail In
Argument of the case was still that lays itie golden egg, but of
person to handle this work in this
December to make use of all the sea!?
well.
way
under
moming
and
egg
this
counsel
smashing
as
the
territory.
The
they would like to purchase.
Mrs. Ogden will receive a salary were not sure when the end would
all the state orfor conducting this office which will be reached. The argument began at The man who can not mark out a combined quóins forof more
than $G.f0.'V
be quite strenuous, if not more so, 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon and Tine of serious conduct for himself can ganizations call
out
educacarry
the
to
000
intensive
through
the
of
who
books
hope
compete
to
of
the afternoon.
with others
the
not
.lasted
as the keeping
tional campaign being conducted by
Although the court record shows do.
Chapter for the past three yet&'s
the National Tuberculosis Association
which she has done without remunera- only that the case was instituted by
Self delusion is a popular pastime and Its 1,000 affiliated societies.
tion save the satisfaction of doing Tier the 6tate on relation of Christian OtThe intensive snle of these seals
share for the Greatest cause in the to of Clayton, against the state land with the fellow who wants something
represents a practical- - demonstration
teommiss'ioner's office, it was said that for nothing.
world.
of every lesson that has been learned
The office will be open at the 'Red Mr. Otto was not acting as an individWe are profoundly grateful that all regarding sclentlllc distribution. ExCross room, Monday December 1, .and ual but as a representative of the
all soldiers within the jurisdiction of State Landholders Protective Associa- men do not think alike. They will perts of the highest standing In sales
to the
this chapter are entitled to any ser- tion. The association "holds no land not all want to tell us how to edit 'management have
rn its own name and for that reason this sheet.
extent of assuring those Interested
vice dte them.
it was necessary that one of its memthat every resident of the United
Picking flaws in other people is States will have an opportunity to buy
Delfina Maestas, bers begin the suit. Mr. Otto was
Miss Fortunita
great sport. It enables one to for- lied Cross Christmas Seals.
daughter cflf Mr. and- - Mrs. Ignacio said to liave heeh elected.
The association was said to be get his own.
Maestas and Mr. Daniel Montoya, son
of Mr. arid Mrs. Alejandro Montoya, made up of holders of contracts to
RATIFY THE TREATY
were married at the Catholic Chapel purchase state land, having ,aoout 300
' WITHOUT RESERVATIONS
in Roy Wednesday. Fr. Vachon per- members whose holdings amounted
million acres. WORTH A PLACE IN MEMORY
forming the rites, in- the presence oi to more than
a number (of friends of these two The officers are, Carl Eklnnd, Clay
For uourly five years we huu
ton, president; John Otto, Clayton,
prominent families.
boea facing such stupendous issues
Commotiplae
Jingle
Sentia
Carries
T. E. Mitchell
Both yowg people aie from ran.:h secretary-treasure- r;
that the average man and woman in
ment to Which More of U$
homes near Mills .and many friends Albert; Joe Doherty, Folsom: J. J
our country doe3not realize the magliheuld
Subscribe.
GalHerrington, Pass Monte; E. F.
extend greeting.
nitude of the crftis which Is ne&rlj
legos, Logan? and George Gillespie,
upon us. Will or will not the Saaate,
Every
once In awhile someone with
meeting at the Chris- Maxwell, directors.
The
Immediately on its receipt, ratify the
Mr. Woodward outlined the theory a genius for rhymes Jingles a great Peace Treaty, which
tian .Church Sunday was a success in
not only includes
big chunk of truth Into verse. Those
every way. It was an ideal day, a of the counsel for the association.
is actually built upon the League
but
"The contention of counsel for the are the unknown and perhaps uncon- of Nations? This sounds like a
good audience was present, the dinner
was all that could be desired, Rev, association," he said, "briefly is that scious poets. You see their outpour- simple question, but the progress,
McClure preached three splendid ser- under the constitution and statutes ings on picture post cards, scribbled oq even the maintenance, of our civilmons and ten persons came forward of New Mexico it is the duty of the dead wnMs and in other unlooked for ization depends upon the answer.
land commissioner
to classify all and wholly unexpected places.
and made the Profession, i
By this time it must be' evident to
A friend sends us one of these WanThe meetings will continue on thru state lands as mineral or
every thinking person that the CoveSunbearing
All mineral
lands are with dering vagaries, and we have so much nant of the League of Nations canthe week closing probably next
day evening. Good attendance is the held by the constitution and statutes enjoyed reading it that we herewith not be torn out of the Peace Treaty;
rule and a great work is being accom- from! any sale or disposition by the pass it on to you. It runneth thus:
and it must soon he realized, even by
land commissioner.
plished.
those whose eyes are temporarily
"Let
the
howl,
howlers
The land commissioner, according
by political antagonisms, that
And the growlerg growl.
blinded
You will get a complete set of fine to the stand taken by counsel for
And the prowlers prowl,
an attempt to amend the Covenant at
cooking ware as a gift if yoa pur- Otto, was required to determine that
And the
go It
this juncture is fraught with danger,
Behind the night
be
chase your, new Majestic range at the lands sold were
since
the condition of many countries,
There
plenty
light,
of
li
adver-tised
Floersheim Mercantile Company stqre fore the sale. The land was
And things are all right,
as a .result of hunger and of genera)
Mr.
and sold as
during the week beginning Monday
And- -I KNOW IT."
war upheaval, is so Unstable that revDecember 6. An expert demonstra- Woodward said, and the purchasers'
olution may break out at almost any
One
hundred
rhymes
of
this
nature
will
be
there bids were accepted and receipts given
tor from the factory
to show you the many exclusive fea- them for the lands in fee without put Into a book would constitute a far moment if peace between the nationi
greater and an Infinitely. more Impor- Is not at once established.
tures and superior qualities of the and reservations.
The making now of reservations is
tant
philosophy than Plato's or Emerand
now,
in
range
your
the
Buy
attempted
reservation
"The
Majestic.
get this set 'of cooking ware abso- contract issued by the Land Com- son's or any other produced by either dangerov.s to tho establishment of the
r
League, because if the United States
ncient or modern sages.
.
missioner," said Mr. Woodward, "is
lutely without charge.
In the eight lines of that crude and either repudiates or stipulates for
unauthorized by any taw or by the
Remijio Lopez went to Denver last state constitution.
homely Jingle here reproduced there Is special interpretations of certain artiweek with some cars of cattle. Bethat the holders of all the philosophy that any mnn needs. cles of the Covenant, other nations
. "It! is believes
will naturally wish to do the same,
fore starting he drove out in the coun- contracts are entitled to the issuance It is a declaration, of faith. It is a protry after Frank Roy to inspect them of patents without any reservations found expression of belief in the good- with the result" that this great Magna
Cbarta may become devitalized and
and when the radiator on his car boil- in accordance with the policy of the ness and tho wisdom of God.
ed he tried to take off the cap when land office prior to the passage of
Will the friend who sent ns the Ineffective, if it can be established at
the steam went up his coat sleeva the 1919 act. It was the practice rhyme please accept our very great
ami scalded his arm. He was under prior to that time to issue patents thanks? Los Angeles Times.
Surely even though not .perfect, the
a doctors care three days in D&iver without any reservations."
represents a wonderful step
Covenant
1101
ill
and
has
with it and came hame
It was believed, he said, that the
forward In the life of the world!
this week. It 1919 act was unconstitutional "as bebeen able to get out-alTherefore let us make sure that the
was a very serious' injury and hi ing an attempted deprivation from
United States does her part by joinhavs
might
sooner
it
realizing
not
the holders of state lands under pur- gument.
ing tho League of Nations at the
Cost his life.
attorneys
already
The
which
had
chase of rights
for the association earliest possiblo moment. To this
accrued to them," but, he added, the aré Crampton, Phillips & Darden of
every man and woman writo
Miss Sarah Myers left Monday, for constitutionality of the act had not Raton, Judge E. R. Wright of Santa end let
to
our
at 'íCashington, urging
Senators
decided
fully
not
Las Vegas. She has
been brought into question in the Fe, Hugh B. Woodward of Clayton,
to ratify the Peace Treaty inwhere she will spend the winter but case now before Judge Holloman. It former Attorney General Leslie Hub them
will return in the sorinff to her farms was said, however, that there was a bard of Denver, S. A. Ward of Los cluding the Covenant, without amendments or reservations.
to 1921
here. She paid for her
possibility that it might be. That Angeles and H. C. Owen of Dallas.
Rose Dabney Malcolm Forbes.
so there's no danger of her. forgetting depends upon the course of the ar- - Santa Fe New Mexican.
Tres. League for Permanent Peace
to come back.
June 28, 1819.
th-.-
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Number 46

Personal Mention
ÍB!!IIII!!II!!1IHI!I
The ragged edge of a bad storm
which swept the central and Wes
tern states made it disagreeable
Wednesday and Thursday, the
temperature got uncomfortably
near zero Wednesday night and
the 2 inches of snow made it a
dreary Thanksgiving.

35tK Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs.J. Floersheim

cel-

ebrated their thirty-fiftwedding anniversary last Sunday, at.
their home in Roy. All the children, 5 sons and 2 daughters, all
democrats, were present with
their families and the three genh

Some careless peison left the erations numbered eighteen
in the harn?ss shop on gathered at the "festal board."
Tuesday the wiml blew all night
Th day was spent in making
and pumped over
Obairls
merry and rejoicing that all were
water on the' floor. The sUrvano spared to have a part in it.
the street in front wer.1 flooded
when Mr. Fitzgerald found it the A Carloiid of C1IKVKOLETS
next morning. Litll damage rt "4 90s" jiifc't arrived.
tap-ope-

.!

suited except to his feelings,.

'

LIBERTY (ÍAÍÍ AGE.

Pick Bou ware returned from
Wednesday.
Kentucky
and doing all the work ourself,
we hope to meet the last raise in
Helen Alldredg-Kin- g
was marthe cost of paper till January 1st
Nov. 22d
Saturday.
ried
Raton
at
then we'll raise the rates all
cut off all who are r.ot to Lieut. James Morrow, son of
,
John
aad try again to tlit noted
keep up with the high cost of ex- Morrow. Roy l'rieuds of the
bride are delighted.
isting.
By

cutting out the cost of help

lawyer-banker-

paid-in-advan-

Mrs. Fred Brown took out her
new Buick to try it out Sunday,
they were in Raton before thf y
knew it and home again in the
early evening.

Elmer Neal and family left Tuesday
for his parental home at llillrtdnle,
Michigan, for an extended viii
His
brother will run the farm vnili hoy
are gone. They raised over 10,000
bushels of wheat this year and a iot
of other crops and deserve a vacai'ou
and, of course, can well afford it.

A Box and Pie" Supper will be
the
g'ven at Pleasant View School cn Mrs. ofOgden received newá L.of Colillness
her mother, airs. A.
Saturday evening, Nov.2Dth. Miss lins, Sunday. Later Utters report imam; provement but she may be called to
Alice Nowlin, the teacher,
her pupils are doing it. Come ! San Diego, to help caie for her should
she not improve soon.

Jim Christman went to IwiU
last week and bought r.etv ''Armstrong Well Drilling Machine 'of
a size and power to go 1000 to
J f e has a'so
1500 feet deep .
his o!d 500ft drill and will
keep it for i light work and run
both in an attempt to meet the
demand for wells on the mesa.
Mr. Christman has leased his
farm of 2 sections to Mr. Homer
Parkes and will devote all hib
time and energy to drilling wells
ih future. His reputation ts a
driUer will get him the W'Qjk. ,
11

1

C. Willers, who iicts w'tt'n his father
on the C..E, Anderson farm, is r. now
addition to ,the
list of renders.
He had s.e'fcra'l years of c.cperiotice-- '
in a bank at Alva, Okla.. before coming
here and may think of banking again
when he gets his real estate deals
arranged. He is one of the kind of
citizens we are glad to welcome here
to help develop this country.
S--

The Christmas Seals Drive by the
State Board of Health, for the benefit
of Tuberculars, will soon start We
don't know who will be local chairman
of the drive but its a good cause and
deserves liberal support. J. Frank
Curns, of Wagon Mound, is the Chairman for Mora County.
Remember,
twice as many people die every year
in the U. S. from Tuberculosis as
1. C. Floersheim has sold his were killed in our army in the war
and much of it can be prevented and
paper, the Springer Times, to cured. Buy and use them to interest
his brother, Sylvan and Mr. Sala-zaa- r, others.
'

who have been running the THE INCREASE IN
THE TAX RATE
shop for some time. ' I. C. will
According to the latest complication
by the Taxpayers' Association of New
go to California for the winter.
Mexico
rate of increase in the 1919
Here's success to the new firm tax ratethe
over that of 1918 varies from
10

per cent to

59

per cent.

Taking

E. Mitchell & Son shipped the political unit in each county having the highest tax rate, including the
another carload of registered state,
county, city and School DisT,

Hereford bulls to Q. L. Hodge,
a ranchman at Silver City. This
car was made up of weanlings,
purchased a year in advance of
the demand for them as the sure
way to have them wheu needed.

trict levies, the comparison of the rate
for each $100 of assessed valuation

and the increase for each $100 of val
uation are shown as follows:
Per Cent
1918
1919 Increase
Bernalillo'.
38
$2.85 $3.94
Chaves
3.60
43
2.52
2.71
21
3.29
Colfax
4.11
41
2.90
LaCinta canon Curry

Alex Arnold, of
left Tuesday for Cimarron where
he will be engineer ata sawmill
for the Continental Tie and lum
ber Co, again this winter,

DeBaca
Dona Ana

2.44
2.63
3.03
2.77
2.28
2.77
2.12
2.12
2.45
2.68
3.83
2.80

Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lea
Lincoln

If the A. R.1C. Home Service Luna
McKlnley

succeeds in securing one half the
amount of money and allowances
said to be due returned Soldiers
in its jurisdiction, it will be one
of the best paying institutions in
the community.

Mora "
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
San Juan
San Miguel

2.24
3.04

'

3.72
2.46

2.90
3.18
3.68
3.39
2.51

3.43
2.74
2.67
3.73
3.60

4.49

t

4.14
2.57
4.64
4.77
3.09
2.25
3.34
2.63
3.75

19

21.

21
22
10
24
30
25
52
40
17
52

'

1.'.

48
28
25

'

21
1.86
Sandoval
34
2.49
Santa Fe
' 17
2.25
Miss Bryant, primary teacher Sierra
36
2.75
in the Roy Schools, went to Trin- Socorro
2.23
15
Taos
2.63
idad Tuesday to spend cenven-ti- n Torrance
2.07
3.30
59
32
4.38
3.32
Union
wef k vacation.
1.48
58
2.34
Valencia Taxpayers' Association of New Mexico
Seth E. Paxton has accepted a
By Rupert F. Afiplund.

position as assistant to Henry
Krabbenschmidt in buying wheat
for the John H. Moore Co. They
have their Roy offiice with RobOn account of the strrui
the
erts and Olver Lumber Co. and Sale at Ed E. Spencers, il miles
will weigh on the ntw scales in east of Newton School, was post
the lumber hed.
poned until Tuesday, Dec. 2d.

Sale Postponed

x

THF

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

CONDENSATION

Felipe Angeles, chief lieutenant of
Francisco Villa, has been captured by
o
state mllitlu commanded by Gen.
Olivo, being taken prisoner at
OF FRESH
Valle Oliva, near the Conchos river
In Chihuahua.
Dispatches received from Belgrade
ÍHE LATEST IMPORTANT DIS- state that the Serbian government has
authorized that country's delegation at
PATCHES PUT INTO SHORT,
Paris to sign the treaty with Austria,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
which Serbia did not sign at St. Ger
main on September 10th.
The pence treaty will become effecWEEK tive by IXc. 1st, the Supreme council
STORY
hns decided. Nations which have accepted the treaty will exchange formal
ratifications In time for the pact to
THE PROGRESS OP become effective on that date.
SHOWING
A crisis appears imminent In AusEVENTS IN OUR OWN ANO
tria. The Vienna government, It Is
FOREIGN LANDS.
reported, is unable to maintain its
power and the republic Is likely to fall
Western Newspaper Union News Servio.
to pieces, several groups declaring for
Ga-bln-

HEWS

oTtHE

WESTERN

Henny Leonard of New York, lightchampion of the world,
weight
knocked out Jimmy Duffy of Lockport,
K Y at Tulsa, Okla., in the second
round.
Sixty thousand dollars a year for the
liext five years was allotted by the National Women's Christian Temperance
Union In convention at St. Ixuis to
le used for the purpose of world-widprohibition.
Victor Rosewnter, proprietor of the
Omaha Bee, ntid the Bee Publishing
Company each was fined $1,000 by
District Judge Kedlok after being
found guilty of contempt In publishing an article relating to a grand jury
case.
James Callan, former president of
the Texas Cattle Kaisers' Association
uud one of the state's best known cattle men, admitted at his preliminary
hearing in Menard, Texas, that he
killed V. It. Billings, young ranchman
from Dewitt county. Callan testified
lie believed his life was in danger.
e

Fire, which broke out In the prison
exchange building at the federal disciplinary barracks at Leavenworth,
destroyed the exchange building and
spread to the wooden cantonments
near the large new cell house. The
flames spread rapidly and all efforts
to check them failed. All officers at
Fort Leavenworth and all the soldiers
were ordered out to assist in keeping
the prisoners In check.
Harry ltoyse, who was a Methodist
clergyman In the Middle West for ten
years, and whose father was a
Nebraska minister, is under
sentence to serve one to fourteen
years in San Quentin for burglary.
well-know- n

He pleaded guilty to stealing typewriters worth $047 from a Los Angeles typewriter company and also admitted he had taught his
nephew, Kenneth Moffitt, to assist in
robbing hotel rooms.

WASHINGTON
Settlement of the controversy over
disposition of the German liner Imper-ato- r
was Indicated by shipping board
officials, who Intimated the ship would
be tendered Immediately to Great
Britain.
J. Hardacker, British consul nt Puebla, Mexica, was saved from kidnaping by Federico Cordova, the bandit
who kidnaped William O. Jenkins, the
American consular agent at Puebla, It
was learned at Washington iu advices
from Mexico City.

Legislation authorizing creation of
an equipment trust to reimburse the
government for $400,000,000 spent for
locomotives and cars during federal
control of the railroads has been
passed by the House and sent to the
President for approval
The United States aerial mall carried 2,220,720 letters In September, Its
best month. This announcement was
made by Otto Praeger, second assistant postmaster general, through the
New York superintendent of the
During September 172 trips were
The tomade out of 174 attempted.
tal mileage was 50,744, and only fourteen forced landings were reported,
with no serious accidents.
While arguments on the validity of
prohibition act will be
the war-tim-e
heard by the Supreme Court this week
a decision Is not expected before Dec.
8th, when the court reconvenes after
a recess.
Mary Pickford's Income last year
was so great that she could not make
an income tax report by mall. She
went to Washington to straighten it
all our personally with the Bureau of
Internal Revenue.
Heavy losses In men and mounts
.
have been suffered by the Yanul Indians In severe fighting with Mexican
federal troops that has been In progress near San Javier and Sayopa, In
Sonora, according to reports received
ser-vfc'-

In Nogales, Ariz.

American exports In October, 1910,
were valued at $032,000,000, an increase of $35,000,000 over those In
September and of $130,000,000 over
those In October, n year ago, according to a statement today by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. Exports for the ten months
ended with October were valued .at
$0,501,000,000,
an increase of
compared with the corresponding period last yenr.
Universal military training will not
or thrown Into the disbe
card at the present session of Congress without a vigorous fight on the
part of Its advocates. Although opposed nt the present time by a majority of the House military affairs committee, sentiment for the system Is so
strong In Congress that It has brought
about delay In agreement on an army
reorganization plan.
By a vote of 203 to 159 the House
passed th Esch railroad bill. The
negative
les were chiefly from the
Democratic tide.
$1,440,-000,00-

side-tracke- d

0

0

Southwest
From
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News
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All Over

New Mexico
and Arizona

LANSING WILL ASK INVASION OF
MEXICO TO SAVE

JENKINS.
Western Nenepaper Union News Service.
OMI; liVKSITS.
Tim Red Clous Chiintma Scnl ml will

take place all over tile I'niteil States
1
frum IX'cemurr

to

10, 1919.

Yuma county, Ariz., has authorized
the Issuance of $1,000.000 roud bonds
by n light vote.
Phoenix will build n $20,000 home for
the American Legion of that city, according to announcement of City Manager Thompson.
Uncle-SaIs richer Jiy about 150
Germany.
a union with
gallons of red "lieker" and $20,000 iu
The Bolshevik! clnlm the capture of
costs us a result of the cleanten generals and more than 100 other fines and
up of illicit liquor selling In New Mexofficers at Omsk, according to an ofby the United States District Court
ficial statement Issued by the soviet ico
since
the first of lust July.
Kolchak's
government nt Moscow. .
A project that will add close to
arniy Is being pursued In nn easterly
acres more of fertile farming land
direction, the statement adds.
to the Salt river valley in Arizona Is
The first list of Germans to be tried
Chanby the allies for being responsible for being developed by enterprising
In the opening
men
side
smith
dler
and
names,
to
according
the war totuls 80
reports from London. The list Includes of the Ea-t- t Chandler country." ,
So pleased are mining men with the
the former kaiser, the former crown
prince and Admiral Von Tirpltz. An result that has been obtained in the
collection of ores and minerals on exEnglish judge will preside.
A message from General Deniklne hibit nt the Arizona state fair that a
says his volunteer army has broken plan is now uflut whereby, with the
minthe "Bed" front between Orel and aid of a caretaker the mines and
may
open
all
be
building
kept
erals
A Bolshevik army, consistTamboy.
ing of 50,000 men, was beaten. It Is year for visitors.
Hidden In a tunnel In .an almost Instated that 20,000 men, belonging to
part of a mountain range
accessible
army,
General Potlura's
have deserted
south of Salt river, Sheriff Montgomand that his forces are in disorder.
ery and a deputy discovered their
So acute lias the shortage of household coal In France become that twelfth distilling plant since the first
wealthy Parisians who can afford It of the present year in that part of Arihnve ordered such fuel shipped to zona. The equipment for Illicit manuthem from America as they would facture of liquor apparently had not
table delicacies." 'In the cargo of the been in operation for some months, alSiamese
Prince, which sailed for though much material was found.
Havre, was twelve barrels of coal conCaptain Walter S. Ingalls, appointed
signed to nn Individual In Purls.
by Governor Campbell as adjutant genThe Kosciusko squadron composed eral of Arizona, announced that formaof American aviators serving in the tion of a National Guard organization
Polish army has begun active opera- would be commenced nt once and that
tions against the Bolshevik!. Patrols an $80,000 state fund was available for
over the Bolshevik lines have been armories. He said cities and towns
mude by MaJ. Cedric Fauntleroy, would, ns in the past, be the bases of
formerly of the Lafayette escudrine National Guard units with the same
and American air service, who com- company designations as formerly.
mands the squadron, and by Captain
The board of officers of the United
Cooper of Jacksgnvllle, Fin., Captain States army which has been in session
Corsi of Brooklyn, and Lieutenant In Deining, N. M., has finished its final
Graves of Boston.
session. The object of this board meeting was to make final disposition of all
GENERAL
A mall pouch containing $07,000 claims against the government arising
worth of Liberty bonds was stolen from the occupancy of Camp Cody by
from the union station nt Dunkirk, N. federal troops. All who had tmch
'claims appeared before the board with
V.
llieir witnesses and were given a final
A special federal grand jury af Covhearing and settlement of the claims
inington, Ky., returned sixty-thre- e
dictments charging 150 persons with will be made at an early date.
e
Alleged Inebriety among the military
prohibition
violations of the
and civilians of Nogales, Ariz., has
s
act.
Lieutenant Commander Lathrop, at- caused an Investigation to be Inaugurtached to the United Slates naval mis- ated by the Department of Justice opsion to Brazil, was attacked with heart erators and the State Department offailure while bathing lit Bio buy ut ficials regarding the smuggling of liquor into the United States from Sonora
Rio Janeiro, and was drowned.
passports to AmerAs a result of entlng butter believed and the Issuance of
no further use
to
hnve
alleged
icans,
to have been poisoned by weeds eaten
drinkto
patronize
passports,
than
for
by the cows from. whose milk the butter was churned, Mrs. Sarah Ilaver-stoc- k ing resorts in Nogales, Sonora, recentunder sanction of the
is dead at West Salem, phlo, ly
Mexican state officials.
and four others are seriously 111.
According to reports received from
Approximately 4,000 bales of cotton
burned In a fire which swept part of various parts of San Miguel county,
the St. Louis Cotton Compress Com- New Mexico, the coyote population Is
pany's plant at Eldorndo, Ark., accord- decreasing very rapidly, as bounties on
ing to a dispatch received at Little more than twenty animals have been
applied for within the past few days.
Rock. The loss Is nbout $1,000,000.
Capt. A. A. Sena of the mounted police
A crowd took Wallace Baylies, a
killed eight coyotes at Park Springs
negro, from his home near Madison,
and $2 i hns been claimed as bounties
N. C. and shot him to death, after he
Apotinca for coyotes
by Jose-Leo- n
had killed Kay Ozburn, railroad sta- which lis killed.-neu- r
Las Ventanas.
tion agent, who had assisted nn officer
Muny others have been killed this fall
In an attempt to arrest him on a
In different parts
the county, and
minor charge. The negro was found
expect to
and
stockmen
the
farmers
dragged
between two mattresses and
they
can rid
until
drive
the
continue
with a rope around his neck to nearby
their farms and ranches of these pests.
woods and hanged.
Governor Campbell of Arizona signed
Twenty foreigners, all striking coal
of three prisoners confined In
paroles
miners, were refused naturalization
or jails in various parts of
prison
the
papers at Hillsboro, III. by Circuit
Judge W. T. Jett, when he Was In- the state, recently. Mrs. Maud McNeil
county
formed that they had not returned to wus paroled from the Coconino
having
on
convicted
been
after
Jail
work following withdrawal of the
Aug. 0. 11)11), and sentenced to serve
strike order.
fourteen months on a charge of Illicit
The eighth international
liquor traffic. She wus represented as
contest at the State Agricultural Col- being the mother of three children
lege at Storrs, Conn., ended with a vic- needing her support. A condition of
tory for the ten Barred ' Plymouth the parole was that she leave the state.
Rocks entered by Jules F. Francals of '
The time mude by Eddie Hearne of
Westhampton Beach, L.J. Their total
auyield for the fifty-twweeks is 2,022 Los Angeles, Calif., in the
race
at
Arizona
tomobile
the
state
fair
eggs, this being the only pen in the entire competition to average more than grounds Nov. 8, established a new
200 eggs for eacb of the ten hens. speed record In the United States for
g
Automobile accidents In the state of that distance on a dirt track, accord-nIn
received
notification
Phoenix
to
New York were responsible for the
deaths of 104 persons, according to a by G. P. Billiard, representative of the
Automobile
Association,
report of the Natlonnl Highway Pro- American
It. Kennerdell
of' New York,
tective Society issued recently. Dur- from
of
organization.
that
ing the corresponding month lust year chairman
iime for the 100 miles was
Heurne's
ninety-fiv- e
persons were killed in the unnrfuneed officially as being 89 minstate by auto accidents. The report utes 0 seconds. The previous record,
shows that of these deaths, fifty-nin- e
according to Billiard,. was held by Tom
occurred in New Yok city, while dur- Alley, who raced 100 miles at Humline,
ing the same month last year fifty-siMinn., in 1014, In 91 minutes 30 secpersons were killed In motor car acci- onds.
dents in the city.
Five hunters, Including M. W. Evans
As a result of damage done to their of Lake Arthur, New Mexico, saw more
plant by rioters In the railway strike than 240 deer in a hunting trip in
of 1894, Swift 4 Compnny of Chicago, northern Grant county, according to a
was awarded a $13,500 verdict against letter reveived from Mr.,Evnns nt the
the city. Claims for nearly $1,000,000 ftate game warden's office. There
damages growing out of the race riots were ns high us twenty-fiv- e
deer in one
lust summer are pending.
herd.
A telephone message from Mountain
Six hundred and fifty soldiers, snll-or- s
Home, Ark., reported the lynching of
and marines hnve registered In
T. T. Lee, declared by the authorities New Mexico and Arizona luis been anto have been Implicated In the killing nounced by the State Lund Department
several days ago of K. V. Loba, a ns Interested In securing homesteads
farmer. The message said the lynch- Should the soldier settlement act being took place in the mountains just fore Congress become effective.
across the Missouri state line.
20,-00- 0
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before the war

TO AMERI-

CANS OR TAKE THE
CONSEQUENCE.

Washington,

a pedíase

Unless

ámnú the war

Car-

ranza releases the American consular
agent, William O. Jenkins, and promises to permit no further molestation
of the official, the administration will
be face to face with the question of
fulfillment of the threat it made in Its
ultimatum to the Mexican government.
What the administration will do In
the event that Carranza flouts the
United States has not been determined.
It is known, however, that Secretary
Lansing will urge the President to
sever diplomatic' relations at once and
to Intervene primarily' for the rescue
of Jenkins.
In taking this stand for aggressive
action In dealing with Carranza, Mr.
Lansing has the support of several
other members of the cabinet, nil of
whom are prepared to pressMr. Wilson to adopt the course proposed.
If It becomes necessary to Intervene
for the rescue of Jenkins It Is probable thut there will be a combined military and naval operation. The navy
would tuke Vera Cruz again and troop
would be landed there and transported
over the railroad to Puebla, where
Jenkins Is Incarcerated. At the same
time the military would seize the Mexican railways at the American border
and proceed southward to Puebla,
In considering these pluns the administration is mindful of the fact
that If the United States Intervenes
again, whatever the Immediate purpose, It will be necessary to stay In
Mexico until Mexico Is pacified and the
menace to America ended forever.
Gen. Alvaro Obregon, candidate for
the presidency of Mexico, Is on his
way by sea to Manzanillo, on the west,
const of Mexico, on a campaign tour.
He took the sea route, it is reported
In advices from Mexican sources, because of the danger of travel by land
through regions held by various rebel
bands. After a short time on the west
coast, Obregon pfans to go directly to
Mexico City, where heAvill carry the
campaign against Carranza and Luis
Cabrera into the heart of the "enemy's
country."
He expects to arrive in
Mexico City late, next month'nnd will
attend the convention of the Liberal
Constitutional party, which, It Is understood, will Indorse him as its candidate.

nc a package
THE FLfiUOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

"

Perfects Radio Device.
to n leading Norwegian
newspaper, Engineer Hermod Peterson bus patented a device for the production of 'electrical current for radio
telegraphy.
The electricity Is received by an accumulator, which releases It at certain
intervals. The system Is spurkless,
and the sounds are clearer than In the
older Inventions, says the Scientific
American. The clearness of sound depends iiKn the regularity of the current, and with this system the current
Is released with a mathematical exactness.
The device' hns father advantages
In that it Is cheaper, simpler and more
durable than those now In use. If the
claims for this Invention prove well
founded, It is thought that it will mark
a distinct step in advance of what has
so far been accomplished In tbls line,
and hence Its possibilities are creating
considerable Interest in the radio
According

Warn Mexico Again.
Washington.
Mexico has been
warned by the American government
that any further molestation of Will-laC. Jenkins, the American consular
agent at Puebla, who recently was
kidnaped by bandits, would "seriously
affect the relations between the
United States and Mexico, for which
the government' of Mexico must as- world.
sume sole responsibility."
m

Montreal College Burned.
Montreal. The main buildings of
the University of Montreal, better
known as Laval University, containing
the medical department, were destroyed by fire here. The loss Is estimated at $400,000, which Is covered by
Insurance.

Supporters Fear Voters.
Washington.
Tremendous pressure
will be brought to bear jtpon President Wilson to Induce him to accept
essentially the Lodge reservations to
the League of Nations covenant and
thereby prevent the treaty from becoming an issue In .the presidential,
campaign.
The expressed desire of
Senator Lodge and the challenge of
Senator Harding to submit the issue,
to the people has alarmed most of the
League of Nations advocates.
Prevent Radical Meeting.
Reading, Pa. Fully 2,000 citizens,
many of them American Legion members, with a small number of women,
paraded past the Socialist and radl-calheadquarters here before a big
mass meeting in the square in front
of tlie court house, which mnde the
radicals change their minds about
holding a Debs amnesty parade and
mass meeting. The parade was called
off entirely.
Close With Adoption of Creed.
Detroit, Mich. The Y. M. C. A. of
North America closed the business sessions of Its fortieth annual convention

with the adoption of the principles
of the social creed set forth by the
Federated Council of' Churches ot
Christ and the Interchurch world
movement.
The present state of unrest throughout the world, Harry
Stone, general secretnry of Portland,
Ore., 'declared, demanded
that the
convention adopt a progressive and
forward-lookinprogram.

Fair Warning.
"What party do you belong to?"
asked Judge Soggersby of the new arrival in Chlggersvllle.
"I'm n Republican, sir," replied the
stranger, "and proud of It."
"That's all right,", said the judge.
"I'm a peaceable man myself an' don't
believe In nieddlln' with nnother person's political or religious beliefs, but
this. Is ft Democratic stronghold an
there are a lot of other people about
here who ain't so easy goln' In their
If you want
hubits and dispositions.
to do tiny crowln' I'd advise you to
get In the middle of a
field an
Birmingmake it a sort of soliloquy."
e

,

ham

What He Wanted.
Little Ben, who was very fond of
beefsteak, passed his plate the other
night at dinner for a second helping.
"Why, Ben," said his uncle, "you
mustn't eat any more meat. Don't yoit
know," he counseled, "if you' eat mom
meat you might have a dream and
and tigers and linns, an-scorpions and panthers and "

Parrying a Hint.
Ho How do you find die oysters,
Miss Smith?
Ben grinned delightedly.
She They are simply delicious, and
"Gimme another piece," he begged.
I urn awfully hungry, loo."I want to see all them things.". Los
lie (to waiter) Bring another plate Angeles Times.
of crackers. Hotel Gazette.
Using a Doorway.
Her Vocabulary Limited.
The unused doorway makes an efHis Wife I can't find words to ex- fective bookcase. The door should be
press my opinion of you.
locked and treated as the baek'of the
Him There aren't any.
You've case. Shelves can be set In the entire
tried 'em nil.
door space or the lower half.

If you want to make good
health a habit and coffee
interferes, try a change to

the wholesome

table-drin- k

with a rich coffee-lik- e
flavor.
You'll find Postum satisfies
without any penalty.
Boil for fifteen minutes after
boiling begins. '
Delicious.

Refreshing.

Economical..

Two sizes, usually sold at 15c zrA 25c
Made by

Póstum Cereal Company
Battle Creek, Michigan

';in,.'
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Useful Christmas Gifts That Any
Boy Can Make

I

1

f

'

(i)
-

'

It requires

no more time to make
a useful gift than one which will be
of no practical value, so why not decide, before beginning this seuson's
gifts,, what will be appropriate for
those whom you wish to remember?
Calendar-Boarand
Of the smaller gifts, nothing would
be better appreciated than this article for one's'desk. Fig. 2 shows a
pattern for the board. If you haven't
hardwood, go to a carpenter. He will

:s

Pen-Rac-

d

V
'

I

I""

I

I

fcy

i')
1 Bread line of steel strikers outside their commissary at Youngstown, Ohio. 2 Two thousand Italians boarding the Gulseppl Verdi at New York to sail for Italy, because, as many of them unid, they had been deprived
of their beer and wine. 3 Head of the great wooden statue of Hlndenburg which was used as a means
to raise funds during the war, lying in the Tiergnrten, Berlin.

IiEVS REVIEW

able chiefly because of the language in
which they are couched. Advices from
London and Furls lend to the belief
that If such objections were removed
the other great powers would not hesitate to accept the American reservations. They all feel that without the
participation of the United States the
League of Nations would be a phantom thing, and In the words of General Smuts: "The machinery of the
league Is wanted to save civilization
from dissolving into fragments, from
falling Into decay. It alone can save
tottering Kurope."
One London correspondent say? most
Englishmen with a knowledge of world
affairs would not be unpleased to see
the league plan fail, because they deallisire an
ance rather than a league In which every little nation would have equal powers with the great nations.
French officials were disappointed
but not surprised by the action of the
American senate. They are more Interested Just now in the fate of the
defense pact It is
taken for granted that the allied powers will put the Versailles treaty Into

OF

CURHEÍ1HVEIITS
Treaty and Covenant of League
Killed for Present by the Action of the Senate.
EOTH SIDES

EIM

BiStmi

Ratification With Modified Reserva,
tiont May Coma at Next Session
Efforts to Avert Coal Shortage

Disaster President
son Summons Now
dustrial Confer
nee.

WilIn-

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.

Franco-America-

The treaty with Germany, Including
the covenant of the League of Nations,
Is dead for the present so far as the
United States Is concerned. Everyone
knows that, but opinions as to who

n

effect not

later

than December 1.

Be-

fore this Is done, Germany must sign
the protocol to the treaty. The German delegates are objecting to the prokilled It differ Irreconcilably.
The lethal dose administered to the vision requiring them to make reparapact In the senate was compounded of tion for the warships sunk In Seapa
stubbornness, desire for revenge, per- Flow and want to argue the question.
sonal pride, partisanship and desire
So far the government's legal victo protect America against the more
or less Imaginary plots of foreign na- tory over the striking coal miners has
tions. Who contributed these various proved but hollow. The union leaders
elements the reader can tell as well as said no court action could compel the
men to work, and up to the present
the writer.
The firmness of the president and they have made good on that proposi"his most ardent supporters lasted just tion. In some fields some mines have
a little too long. Otherwise a compro- resumed operation, but the number Is
mise might have been,.,i:eached which
satisfacwould
tory to all e'Stcepta few Irreconcllables
so few that they would have been
snowed under.
But when Senator
Hitchcock took to Mr. .Wilson In his
sick room the news that Senntor Lodge
and his followers had adopted the committee list of reservations, the president declared he would pigeonhole the
treaty If It were ratified in that shape,
and asked the Democratic senators to
vote solidly against the ratification.
He gave no hint that he would accept
any compromise, and the Republicans,
with the few Democrats who had stood
with them all through the fight, thereupon brought the matter to a final vote
at once,
For four and a half hours there were
roll calls and mrlinmentary maneuvers In the course of which- - Hitchcock
vainly tried to get a vote on a mild
reservation resolution, but the Republicans were too angry to listen to hltn.
Twice the senate voted on the Lodge
resolution of "ratification with reservations and twice It was defeated, the
first time by 3! to 55 and the second
time by 41 to 51. Between these rol'
1113 a vote was taken on Underwood':
resolution for unqualified ratification
This was beaten, 38 to 53. On the
Lodge resolution 13 Republicans voter"
10 the negative both times.
These sen'
ators had declared themselves against
the treaty and league unreservedly.
The mild reservation Republicans
could have been captured for a compromise If Mr. Wilson and Senator
.Hitchcock had started on that line
earlier, but a? It was T.odge was able
to hold them In line throughout.
While the treaty is admittedly dead,
It may be brought to life at the regular1 session which begins Monday, December 1. If President Wilson
It to the senate and shows a disposition to accept modified reservations. It is not unlikely that It will be
ratified In such a way that the other
The alternapower? will acquiesce.
tive before the senate will be adoption
of the resolution introduced by Senator Lodge just before adjournment
Wednesday night and referred to the
committee on foreign relatlops without debate. This declares the slate
of war between the United States and
Germany to be at an end. It requires
the concurrence of the house but, according to general practice, no action
by the president follows.
Senator Borah," one of the Irreconcllables, who wants to keep the United
States wholly nloof from the afínli-- of
the rest of the world, predict? that the
treaty, with the league covenant included, and with the Lodge reservations
somewhat modified, will ultimately be
ratified. According to Mr. nitchcock,
many of the reservations are objection

have!j)liiu&My

s

egates to which are not divided up Into groups. He ha? Invited 17 men to
be members of this new conference
meet In Wash-l- i
and has asked them-tgton on December 1. The citizens
thus honored are:
Secretary Wilson of the labor department! former United States Attorney-Genera- l
Thomas W.' Gregory ; former
George
United Stntes Attorney-Genera- l
VV. WIckersham;
former Food Administrator Herbert C. Hoover; former
Secretary Osear S. Stcnu? of the'eom-merc- e

department; Henry

M. Robin-

son of Pasadena, Cal.. Prof. Frank
VV, Taussig,
former chairman of the
tariff commission; former Governor
Samuel W. McCall of Massachusetts;
former Governor Martin H. Glynn of
New York; former Governor Henry
C. Stuart of Virginia ; Dr. W. O.
Thompson of Ohio State university;
Richard Hooker of Springfield, Mass.,
George T. Slade of St. Paul; Julius
Rosen wakl of Chicago; Owen D. Young
of
city; H. J. Waters of
Manhattan, Kan.; Stanley King of Boston.
In his letter of Invitation the jrresl-den- t
says: "It Is not expected that
you will deal directly with any condition which exists today, but that
you may be fortunate enough to find
such ways as will avoid the repetition
of these deplorable conditions."
New-Yor-

Well Knovn
Kansas Woman
Nortonville, Kane.:

k

The bolshevikl, while still ostensibly

trying for peace with the Baltic nations and ultimately with the entente,,
are scoring decided successes against
the Russian armies that oppose them.

GAMES FOR CHILDREN
' AT CHRISTMAS

Pierce's Favorito
Prescription and it

TIME.

It may be for a Christmas party, or
for the family gathering, that you will
need Ideas; for either, the following
games will furnish fun for young and
old alike.
The Game of Tip.
This old English game requires the
use of enough assorted Christmas candles, nuts, jnlslns, and other dainties,
to make a small pile upon n table;
also a pair of sugar tongs. One of the
party Is chosen, who must retire to another room while the remaining players decide upon one of the dainties
In the pile to be known ns "Tip." The
chosen person Is then recalled, and
with the tongs removes pieces from
the pile, trying to avoid the piece
named Tip, of which, however, he does
not know the location. All pieces
removed belong to him, unless he removes Tip, when all must be returned
to the pile, and the turn passes to the
next player, who retires to the other
room while another Tip is named. A
player may pass his turn when, after
drawing severni pieces, he wants to

let you pick n scrop from his waste
pile, or will sell you a piece for a few
cents. Wood
thick
Is Just right. Bol It sides must be
cut alike, and the surest way to
get

for the liver and
equally aa
íound
glad to reeommend Dr.
WM.
I'ieroe's medicines."
OCKEH.
MRS.

t fcyiSÍr'y
good. 1 am always

A Nervous Breakdown
Kansas City, Kana.! "Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription brought me through a
very critical period for which I shall always
be very grateful and I am glad to tell of it
that other suffering women may take my
advice and try the 'Prescription.' I hod
caused by
severe nervous
woman's trouble. Doctors called it inflammation. I doctored for about five years with
very little help; I saw Dr. Pierce's medicine
advertised and was so discouraged that I
waa ready to do anything for relief. I at
once got both the 'Favorite Prescription'
and the 'Golden Medical Discovery.'
I
think I took about a dozen bottles but it
was surely worth it as it restored me to good
health, curing me of all my ailments."
MRS. LUCY FOREMAN, 814 & Pack.
break-dow-

ardSt.

Remarkable Case cf
a Kansas Woman
Atchison, Kana.: "About twenty year
ago I first commenced taking Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription for displacement and
other feminine weakness. The first half
dosen doses gave me great relief, and by the
time I finished the first bottle I felt stronger
than for a long while. Since then I have
taken this medicine whenever I have felt
weak or nervous and it has
always given me the desired relief. I am
very glad to recommend 'Favorite Prescription' as a woman's real friend." MU3.
IDA TICKNEH, 1118 N. 10th SHold Up.

e,

"Here's n man who was held up In n
taxi." "How much did the chauffeur
chargo him?" Judge.
ASPIRIN
Name

COLDS

FOR

"Bayer"

Genuina

is on

say Bayer

Aspirin

pen-rac-

i

d

the gift.

A

Fill-i-

n

Game.

Postcard Rack.
The same pattern thnt was used for
(Fig. 2) Is rethe calendar-boarquired for the ends of the postcard-rac- k
la Fig. 4, and Fig. 5 shows a pattern fur the base strips; which fasten
in the notches In the bottom of the
Finish the wood with
end pieces.
Stain and wax.
d

-

The

book-rac-

For a laughter producer tills game
has no peer. A poem Is selected and
copied upon paper, with each noun
omitted and a line drawn In its place.
Then the nouns are copied upon small
cards, one upon each. The cards are
dealt, an equal number to each player,
and a player is chosen as reader. The
reader reads the poem, pausing at
each space, and the players fill In, In
in the illustration Is turn, a noun from the cards In their.
inch thick. pile. The nouns will seldom come In
their original places, and the result

Book-Rac-

k

d

p

mark of Bayer Manufacture of

Back Lame and Achy?

A Colorado Cate

's

Leed-ba-

Trinidad, Colo.,
suffered

rheumatic

saya-"-

from
in

pains

my back and limbs.
My head ached and

the least excitement
caused me to become
nervous. I was advised to. try Doan's
Kidney Pills and In
a few days I began
to get well and Just
a few boxes cured
me."
.

U Doaa's at Any Store, 60c Boa

toy. At the expiration of a given
length of time, direct an exchange of
the toys.
Acrostic Place Cards.
An original Idea for the place cards
for the Christmas party Is to prepare
them In the form of letters from Santa
Chins, with the names and addresses
of the guests worked out In acrostics,
ns Is suggested on the two specimen
envelopes in the Illustration ; and have,
the guests find their places by Interpreting the inscriptions upon the envelopes. The first envelope lllusjrated
reads, "Miss Lillian Cook, 415 Adams
Street," the second one, "Mr. Harry
Underwood, 518 Bell Avenue." Some of
the addresses may be harder to make

DOAN'S

CO. BUFFALO. N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

BoiisaidClrisáJ
wimcuticura"
American Dycin

American Dyes
American Dyers
TOE MODEL
CLEANERS AND DYERS

war-tim-

.,

M.

State St.,

1014

d

Waste-Baske-

R.

Mrs.

'

round-heade-

Insist on "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin"
In a "Bayer package," containing proper directions for Colds, Pain, Head.- ache, Neuralgia, Lumbago, and Rheumatism. Name "Bayer" means genuine
Aspirin prescribed by physicians for
nineteen years. Handy tin boxes of 12
tablets cost few cents. Aspirin is trade

Adv.
of Sallcyllcacld.
will be a ridiculous mix-uAn adjustable foot to hold a ladder
Sliced Toy Puzzles.
From advertisements cut pictures of firm on uneven surfaces has won Its
toys, and paste these upon pieces of Inventor n patent.
cardboard ; then with a sharp knife
Into lrregulnr
slice the curdboord
pieces ns indicated In Fig. 1. Place
the parts of each picture In an en
velope by Itself. When ready to play
Don't let thnt bad back make you
miserable. Find out what is wrong.
the game, give each pluyer nn envel
If you suffer with a constant backope, and direct him to put together the
ache, feel lame, weak and
parts so as to make the picture of the
have dizzy nervous spells, you
may well suspect your kidneys. If kidney
irregularities dictress you too, you have
additional proof. Don't wait! Use
Voan't Kidney Pili, the remedy
people everywhere are recommending,
Ask Your Neighbor!

j

Dearer, Cola

1317 Broadway

415

B

STREET

war-tim-

Hand

waste-baske-

--

n,

-

them so Is to drnw a center-linfirst, then lay off the measurements each side of tills. The notches
In the bottom edge receive the base
blocks (Fig. 8). Bore a small hole in
the beveled portion of one end of each
base block, glue n peg In it to form the
and fasten the
front of the
blocks In the notches cut for them.
Sandpaper all surfaces, then npply
A small
some wood stain and wax.
calendar-patacked to the center of avoid the possibility of losing them
the board, and felt glued to the under- through drawing Tip.
The game
side of the base blocks, will complete continues until the pile disappears.

Kolchak and his Siberian forces have made of wood
been driven further east and have given up Omsk, the seat of their government, and several other important cities. The soviet commanders claim to
is growing have captured 28,000 of Kolchak's men
so small that
decidedly desperfife". ManftramS' haven at" Oiiisk. General Deniklne also has
been cancelled and Industries all over given ground before the bolrtievlkl In
southwestern Russia. The campaign
the country are becoming alarmed.
When he opened the conference beof General Yudenltch against I'etro-gratween the operator? and the mine un
has collapsed and after retreatIon leaders In Washington, Secretary ing to Esthonla he resigned his comof Labor Wilson told them they must mand In the effort to avoid internment
"get together. Later Fuel Administraof his troops by the Esthonians. Some
tor Garfield laid before the scale com- 20,000 of his men, it Is reported,
mittees figures that demonstrated these Joined the bolshevik army.
two things:
In Vladivostok there wa? a two days'
That the 00 per cent Increase de- rebellion headed by General Galda. AfT
manded by the miners Is unreasonter bloody combats In the streets and
suburbs Galda was wounded and capable and Impossible.
i
That the operators have a margin tured and the revolt was quelled.
I
heretofore paid out In excess profit
,.i
taxes upon which to base an increase
D'Annunzio pulled off another specof wages to the miners without necestacular Btunt, which may or may not
sitating a rise in the price of coal to mean anything. , Leaving Flume, he First, prepare the base board by the
proceeded with some warships to pattern of Fig. 2, then the pair of ends
the public.
Dr. Garfield then told the conferees Zara where amidst the plaudits of the by the pattern of Fig. 3, then two
thnt the country must and should have populace he formally added the Dal- pnirs of brackets like the one In Fig.
coal, and while he uttered no threats, matian coast to the Italian domain. 4.
These seven pieces are ail that
It was the belief In Washington that Spalato, he promised, should come next. the rack requires.
Be careful to get
were
reached,
not
the
If an agreement
the sides of the end pieces symmetgovernment would resort to extreme
The general election? In France re- rical.
Bevel the edges of the basemeasures.
What these would be can sulted In a great rout of the radicals. board.
only be conjectured, though It may be They lost many seats in the chamber
blued screws for
Use
It would follow the example of Kansns and Clemeneeau's victory was so pro- assembling the parts, and prince these
and North Dakota, where the State nounced that his elevation to the pres- In the positions indicated in Fig. 1. A
has taken over the operation of the idency of France Is considered not Un- coat of stain, then one of wux, and a
mines by proclamation1 of the governor.
likely.
button of felt glued to the underAgain It can only be guessed how. In
side of the base nt each corner, will
such case, laborers would be obtained.
Real trouble with Mexico Inonis as a complete the bookrnck."
Meanwhile Director General Hiñes result of the arrest of Consular Agent
t
of the railroad administration is doing Jenkins at Puebla on charges connect8 by 8 inch hoard, for a base
An
conserve
to
The
ransom.
possible
the
verythlng
ed with his abduction and
which to
supply of coal and to distribute government warned Mexico that Jenk- (Fig. 2), four strips out of
make u frame of the same size as Hie
!t equitably. He has forbidden any ins must be released and thnt any
unnecessary use of fuel by railroads further molestation of him would "seAlso he has riously affect the relations between the
and Industrial plants.
placed a censorship on all news con- United States and Mexico, for which
cerning the coal situation because, he the government of Mexico would asThe Mexisaid, of fulse rumors that had been sume sole responsibility."
cans accused Jenkins of collusion with
attributed to officials of the administration. Mr. Jlines Is especially endeav- the bandits who kidnaped him.
oring to keep as much traffic and InAt the request of the government the
dustry moving as Is possible and is revising freight trafile to reduce unnec- Supreme" court, Is expediting Its hearessary mileage. The announced pri- ing of the cases for and against the
e
prohibition act and the enority In allowances and deliveries Is.
began
Arguments
law.
being continued. i3o far there has been forcement
Thursday and the court promised an
no embargo placed on freight.
arly decision. In this connection it
In Colorado another strike of conl
eight laths to cut
miners 'was called on Friday by the was officially stated that the president buseliotini v, iu.
would make no move to rescind the In half for side strips, a few finishdistrict president because of allegae
prohibition act until peace ing nails, mid 32 round-hea'blued
tions thnt not all the striking miners
Those had been formally declared. - It Is screws, nre all 'that you uoed for the
hnd been given
t
shown in Fig. 1.
now predicted that the "wet" period, pretty
who were not taken back, said the opPlane the laths smooth, trim off
erators", were connected with the I. If there Is any, will be very short.
their ends and bore holes a trifle
V. W. Hundreds of miners in the New
Secretary of the Treasury Glass has larger than the screws, near the ends.
River fields of West Virginia who bad
returned to work quit again beeriuse entered the senate as successor to the Screw the side strips to the base
the operators had discontinued the late Senator Martin of Virginia. Mr. edges, four to a side, then prepare the
of the form shown In Fig. 3,
Glass accepted the appointment on the
"check off" system for the collection
advice of President Wilson. It was and screw the upper ends of the strips
of union dues.
said his place at the head of the treas- to It.
Wooti stain and wax, or two coats of
ury would be filled by John Skelton
President WJlson has taken the
puirt or white enamel may be applied,
Williams, whose appointment as conof the group representing the public in the recent futile industrial coi
troller of the currency has not been to tirtlsh the woodwork.
confirmed by the senate.
ference and has called another, the del
(id-vi-

'

brought me through
this critical period in
splendid health. I
have also taken the
Dr. Pieroo'a Golden
Discovery
Medical
as a blood tonio and

run-dow- n,

.

,

"During middle life
became ail rundown, weak and nervous.
I took Dr.
1

By A. NEELY HALL
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HARRY

518

AVE.

Ideal forToiiet

and Bath

Stop Your Coughing r

to let that cough persist. Stop the
Irritation, and remove tickling and hoarse-rjc- u
by soothing the inflamed throat with
Mo need

Into acrostics; others will be easier.
Making them will be fun ; deciphering
thera will afford several minutes of
keen enjoyment.

mm

DSC

1

CiJ

--

THE

the

Public Sale

Spanish-America- n
RiGisTiHKu August

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.
EDITOR AND PUBLISHEK
SuKicriplion $1.50

P. &

Thurs. Dec. 4 th,

Per Yetr

Commencing

matter at the
Entered as second-clns- d
postofike in Roy, New Mexico

1

P.M.

Best span matched draft
Geldings in Mora county.
coming 3yr-olwt, 1,150,
t
d,

Yearling heifer,
heifer calve?, Steer Calf,
Roan Durham Bull,
thoroughbred.
ICO Shocks of Bundle Cane

AMERICAN SOVEREIGNTY
MONROE DOCTRINE

AMD

Doctrine, as ungi.'.aily
served as a shield, which

Milk Cows,

The M..ir.roc

inn:'.ictd.

ihe Uultvd SUtes hclj ever itself and
over v.cai.er states on Uk; American
continents Rs a protection against
KuroiKan iuurioretiee nul European
oncroauiment. It was ai'.d u a
national policy which protects North
and South America and makes for
peace on these continents.
There is real danger no, however.
e
that the Monroe Doctrine will
carried so far and with so high a
huud that the real value of tho policy
will be lost.
Senator Knox made the following
amazing statement in his recent
speech in the Senate: 'Its (The
'
Monroe Doctrine) precise character,
the extent, method and timo of its
application, the means of compelling
its observance, all are matters of our
high and uncontrolled will and sovereign prerogative. We, the United
States, cannot answer to aay one
else in respect to it. We use it when,
as, and to the eitent we need it
There can be no limitation upon it,
except our requirements, our will, and
our force of arms. Whatever security
we may need within Its purview, it
must gire if we ask it."
That sounds like Trielschke. It is
an announcement of unlimited will,
backed by arms, to be exercised as
the United States alone determines
her own requirements 40 be. Such
an Immoderate statement of the Monroe Doctrine weakens and does not
strengthen it. It is an extreme
statement of the doctrine, calculated
to cause trouble and friction on the
American continents. The Doctrine
10 tuted is not unlike the doctrine

MIS(

plof,

Farm Wagons &

C

TERMS

months time 12percent if not
paid when due. 8 off for cash
usual conditions.

FOR SALE, Fine 2
Bull,

White-Fac- e

Write us for shipping tags,
Trinidad Creamery Company.

For Sale;

I have

Full-bloo-

d

B-P--

fresh in

spring1,,

er, one bull.

rn.

8PM.

Mills, N. M.

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

.

Felix Vacoon,
Priest in charge.

IXXOGE

F. S. Brown,
Irviw Oi;den, Secy.

i.:o. o.jf.
HOMESTEAD LODGE m
Meets at its own Hall,
i Every Wednesday

M.

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office

Fiiaisíiiiinig:

I aro now

I'oppwion--"Th-

Chevrolet,,
$850.00

Fully equipped;,

LibertjJGarage.

bnh.v, anl
Heep the

v. il'i- has "gon
left me in Imrye oj lilt
I'm hies! if I know how to

ixrni-

7 wo Bites and a Sup.
'
Whllt many of oc-- familiar ijwiv
parlsons hnve been; 6(fftiie(J byirtioili
ern conditlotiis new iiupar1.ntr ara
tfwe
taking tbelr pinoe
sanóle : "Ab
qulckiy over fs. a bcmíc nieal." Ho
ton Transcriti

& J,. Floebsheim, Ni.G..
Wm, G. Johnson, Sea'y-

j

rjiilcl."

í

-

Sebekah Degree
liAEMONY LODGE Ño.: 2
Mteta 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evenig each month
I. 0.0. F.Hall

,

Stoip;U8.yoiMreream,
We pay
l A1YHAO. DEREES..M. (fr
highest prkesk Jiight now we Mr. frfiiceV. Ogden, Seejy.
paj 75ci and tfc express.
Visiting Sisters welcsai
IfilNIDAD CREAMERY CO.

C. C. Moore,

' Konn

Mosquero N. M.

l

MoSOUerÓ. N. Mf

t&

OKJhV

f

Imiepandent,.

Wwnen

Koreaa women are no Ijong.er slaves
of thc-li- r husbands, lait are- ready to
assert ihelr rights. Wii&t of- tliesti no.
longe depend on
lot
siippwt aa'ot old. bujr try to. tab In
their own living in various.
oí isdustry.

A. A: Wynne

J. B. LUSKÍ

next creashipJ

U3

AMk aut
M

300N fftN
one. m tue
--

1

III

OOk
--

-

I

I
I

I

j

rrompt
titven

at taw

Bnd CarefsJ. Attentk1
all Busines-j- . JCntruBtsá

to

rae- -

"

New Cafe

I

and th balance
See us for- terms.

Mrs Frank Scidel Proprietor

Homestead Matters attended to,
Publications,
Final ' Imaairtation and Realty.
"How did Morgan Voine t break
Proofs. Legal Papers drawn up
with Miss Ülosaoni?, lie used to any
and ackBowledgementstaken.
that she- was as Ruofl as gold !" "Ye.,

We sollct your patronage

cask

one-w- d

in 10 month.

-

Clean Rooms for rent

Filings
j

Attorney

Iroy

j

'.7r7r1í

W e wi

'

i

MICKIESAYS

Send

wel-

come

Clrlmshaw
(after criticjill.v r.anlin-- the howlins
I
Juvenile)
sihouii-think yon could)
easily keep, him qihivt. hothin a vocal j
and physical way, hy gagging him care-- J
fyll.v, tying, his Iiunti.s behind his hack,!
Dlndlag; his fiewt together, nailing Ida
clothes to the float-- and then adraloi.
tericg; ohlttrotonw! to hlra."
U

yoar
merit, 73t. and express paid..
Trinitited Creamery Compan?,
Some good mares to trade for

United States
Commissioner,

e

-

rf

pre-

ihoppti

EveningJ
Visiiig Brothers always

'

the Pruto.

The brew appears to I the earliest
tool in Kiptiow Is story. .It whs l'ouiwl
first in the form:, oí a rmichei hroim
"knife. 5.000 yrnti hef ore tfw Christian
era. .There ur iio dawti ypecimciw
until the R(!Veitiii centnny before
Chrisfan era, whwv the Assyrians
lion sawa.

W'. Jff,

All Masons welcome.

INCORPORATED

SavM.

NQt53

..iiu aim uiouiui
davs of month1)

C. B. Stubblefield Co.

Egyprían

A.-M- ,

ACACIA LODGE

v

ROYand SPRINGER, N.

DIRECTOR

A. F. &

Drive in or phone anrj we'll come for it,

pared to. do. slí kimlsy mail tiem
to L. E. Deufoter

i

Rev. Fr.

NOW, WE are Authorized Ford Dealers a part of the great Ford Service organization which was- formed ehief ly to put
within each community a dealer who would
Slave more than a passing interest in Ford
repairs and adjustments. '

Five-Passoag-

Complete lndx to All Lands
Mora
and Town, Property i
Connty;

Will Build Them

Masses: 8 and'IO'a m.
Service at 7 30 p:m.

-

Mora, New Mexico

a car.

-

up-tp-t-

Fred Plahmann,

If you have wheat for sale see
John II. Moore & Co. Roy, N.M.

M.

CATWOLIC
Mass twice each- month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M,
Church.

one Jersey heif-

t(i

ck.

-

t

on hand

.New Mex.

3V

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.Mv each Sunday,
P. L. Gui?, Superintedent.

HE has a thouwghly equipped,
minute garage with tools that enable a
Ford mechanic to efficiently and properly
make any repair from a minor adjustment to a complete overhaul

For Sale: Two Jersey Cows:

Kodak

E. Las. Vegas,

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a.

pendable.

Dumping of tin cans and rubbish
from town on tiie highway adjoining
my farm I strictly" forbid and will
punish any person caught doing it.
A. PATRICKS. Hov N. M.

Albert Driskill,

713 Douglass St.

R

Why Ho Preferred Glrla.
Wlllard is fond of playing with severa! little girls in the neighborhood
and. on being questioned regarding
preference for ghis, remarked: "Well,
the piris never fight Ffke the boy do,
they only argue."

Owner

Buick Co.

at

p.m.

is, and why it is1
ordinary
garage service.
different from
The Ford Dealer is a part of the Big Ford
Family.
He carries a large stock of genuine Ford parts for repairs and replacements and he uses only genuine parts because he knows isnmitation parts aren't de-

Dandy Heavy Horse Team, 6 and 8
years old, good condition also nice
team at a bargain and on
any terms to suit purchaser.
' LONEY DE WEESE,
Mosquero, N. M.

settled for.

n

'PLEASANT VIEW
Firsfc Sunday each Month

Just what Ford service

Mrs. I. C. DODGE,
ETTA HORNBAKER.

Miss

Let

1920, Model"K"s

y

Services" 23 Sunday of cact
month at 11 á. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month "sc
11. PO a. m. and 8.0U p. ra.
Communion service at the morn
ing service.

Every Ford Owner Shoud Know

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing

Na-ion-

A

no

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

d

yr-ol-

Rooster,

Tue. Dec 2nd.

We have the

CHRISTIAN

T

First Sunday in each montrv.
Services II, A. M
7.80, P. U.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor..

V. H. ANDERSON.

Qjestion Before the House.
"I wonder,' said flip discontented
bav helor, "what one Is going to do
when one buys woolen wear guaranteed not to shrink, and palroni.es u
laundry that guarantees not to shrink
the unshrinknbles. and (hen finds that
the unslirlnknblo laundry shrinks" the
Ijondon
unshrinkable garments!"
Sketch.

When BETTER Cars
are built

I

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus arJ Undi - '
vided Profits,
$43,619.81
Deposits,
356,433,31

changed to Polld Durham stock
and dont need him.

Butterfat 75c and express paid

K

L

If you have wheat for sale see
John H.Moore & Co. Roy N.M.

7i

COL F. O. WHITE, A net, Hoy,
F. I,. SHULTZ, Clerk.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M,j
at the Christian Church.
Your presento is necessary.
G. R, Af.eíínatiiv,
Sup

I

BAPTIST

Optimistic .Thought.
man, y,h Taímese, never looks
more dignified tlmn when he lakes a
spectacle case from liis pocket, opens
It. unfolds n lens, sets it astride his
nose : ml looks yon in the eye.

Mu-Sí-

B

Roy Trust and
avmgs Bank

Auto and tractor oils

A

3 good Milk Cows

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M,, every Sunday evento-,' nt 715 o'clock.
oleóme cxieniled to
A cordial
all visitors.

.$100,083.12

Geo.N. Ames,
Roy, N. M.
"Casey'Auct.
Schultz, clerk

Horses Mules

Jkannettk lcsk, Síc'y.

A

.

Y

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

OK SALE

Public Sale

South-Wester-

T

Windmills

12

i

Cash and Sight Exch.

Pkesidknt,

HOMER HOLM Erf,

T

337.48
114,012,60
$100,083.12

d

g

which Germany sought to apply to
Hurope.
Senator Knox would refuse to subIf you want a New Auto and
mit to conciliation any dispute grownot prepared to pay all the
are
ing out of tho application of the
money. See us for Terms.
Monroe Doctrine, whether such dispute were between the Unitd States
Liberty Garage.
and an American state or between
the United States and a
state. On the American continent the arbitrary will of the United
States backed by force is to prevail. I
Tho other nations agree, in the CovI will offer at Public Auction at
enant of Lhe League of Nations, to
9 miles North of Mosbuero,
submit to conciliation all
18 East of Roy,
on
dtiiputes; that is. those which
grow out of questions of policy. Is
t)e UDited States to demand that she
.alone be relieved from such obligaCommence at 10, A.M.
tion and on the ground that, when
her interests arn involved, her absolute will b'miil prevail? How does this
differ from the German position in
Europe'.'
The fuc't is that the Mjmoe
2 Span Mules, 2, 3 and 4 yrs. old
trine no- that it lian bean recognized Span bay Mares 2&3yrs.
s
of
tn the Covenant of the
Driving Mare 8yrs.
is adequately protected.
H is such pronouncements as that
til Senator Knox and not the wise
of the
provision IP the Covenant
10.000 bundles of tíood
league of Nations which threaten the
CANE
andCMAIZE stacked and j
Doctrine.
Monroe
of
the
usefulness
WALKER.
JOSEPH
in prime condition, other things.
Kx Speaker of the House;,
TERMS OF SALE 12 Months time
June 30, 191?.
without interest if paid when due; If
not paid when due to draw 12 per
cent interest from date until paid; purYour
chaser giving bankable note or. apYou
Know
proved security. $10 and under cash;
10 per cent discount on sums
ver
$10. No property to be removed until

Senators
Want
That
Them to Ratify, the
Peace Treaty Without
Reservations or

R
I

SaniSDii

double-shovsteel-sho-

Overdrafts,

E.

Y. P. S. C.

s

RESOURCES
Loans & Discounts,
$279,703.04
U. S. Bonds,
2,500.00
Real Estate, Furn.& Fixt.
37530.00

stock u

Wind mills, Well'casing
pumps and cylinders, Gas
pipe,
Try the new

sled auto body
Incubator, lard and sausage press, 2 forks,
post hole
digger, Straw stack etc.
50-eg-

E

Church Directory

Condensed Statement of Condition of the
ROY Trust and Savings BANK
Roy, N. M., as called forbv the State Bank Ex
aminer
the close of business, Nov. 17th, 1919.

S

Implements

KLLANI-Ol'-

Saddle,

0. Farm

beds,
tanks

7 head Cattle
2

STRENGTH

Baum Bros

Having sold my farm I will sell
at auction, at farm 'J miles east
of Roy, on

jt, l9li!

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

it

nctpanlnted
but you see h
a girt vho hna koM!''

"

for

ery.' We wjil pay you 75c.
and pay the express,
Your check and can returned
promptly.

;.,,fj'

Ii.

l

Produce more cream and ship
it direct to the Trinidad Creambutter-fa- t

Photos
For farm views see- -

with

i

E.

.

Deubler

.
Learning to Be Miserable.
mesonera on the llttln folks that
have not yet learned to he miserable!
Smiles und bright faces are their
ment and drink, AVe may all
stay just that way If r;e will. How?
By putting th Tory best there In In,
us Into doing Ui'xp for other folts,

THE

ACCEPT THIS GIFT
During the week beginning Monday,
December 6, Floersheim Mercantile
Company will offer a gift of a full set
of fine cooking ware to every housewife who needs a new range, and will
buy it now. The range, of course,
will be the great Mejcstic.
A demonstrator will be at our store to show
you the many superiorities of
range. You get it at the regular price no advance whatever, and
your set of cooking ware is given to
you absolutely without charge, if you
purchase your Majestic during Demonstration Week.
Don't miss this
extraordinary bargain.
us

Having moved to Roy and being
more centrally located so that expenses are not so great as' when on the
fnrm, I have decided to cut my commissions on crying Bales to meet all
'

competition.

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOiJ PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, Nw Mexico,
Office at Santa Fe, New; Mexico
November 8, 1919.
November 21, 1919.
Notice is hereby giver) that Leandro
Notice is hereby given that Piedad Archuleta, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Medina, of Wagon Mound, N. M., who, Mexico, who, on October, 25, 1916,
on 21th day of August. 1916. made made Homestead Entry, No. 023308,
Additional Homestead Entry, No. for
Sec. 31, and
027611, for SE, NWV; SW'4 NE14 Section 35, Township 19 N., Range
NEV4 SWM and lot 3, Sec. 30, Twp 21 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
N., Eng. 24E., of N. M. Principal Me- notice of intention to make Final
ridian, has filed notice of intention Three Year Proof, to establish claim
td make Three Year Proof, to es- to the land above described, before
tablish claim to the land above
F. II.- Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
before' U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
at Wagon Mound, Mora Co., N. M., the 18th day of December, 1919."
cn the 8th day f January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Scferino Lopez, Zacarics Ebel, Jul
Guadalupe Esquibel, of Wagon ian Sandoval, Jíeriguio uaraa, an oi
Mound, N. M., Elíseo G. Esquibel, Roy, New Mexico.
of Wagon Mound, N. M., Laureano
TAZ VALVERDE,
Bernal, of Wagon Mound, N, M.,
Registe.'.
Leandro Valdez, of Wagon Mound, N.
M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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Ficyclw. shown in full color In our bl new Catalogue jjit on iiic r
ottiers, nlso, shown nt prices rnuifinir from 911.75, $13.73, $16.75
re eiirhty-tlire- e
by
our
only
possible
un There is a MEMO Bicycle for mvrjr rider, at a piire made
ales plan.
FACTOli
Oitalng-uirf "Rnnrrr" Bcyrir.
't write TODAY for thta newlow
I'lft f
prfc to
Ukv wi'K attmritft mm. Als.
Tim and Sundries atyou
OLlitf lW our srreiit new
your choice of any
deliver
to
to
all
ofier
JWW'
of
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particulars
full
for ONU IOATH'S lllf.b 1KML.
of t1w94kindof ' KANCiKR" Bicycles you may select,
the
if
s u Kunter
your
choice
it
criticises
genuine.
one
No
offer
almiiutdv
is
This wonderful
jnost popular, largad selliuK Bicycle in Uw country.
Tune.
with
h..!l
irte Utihtmo OuWta. .11 Oic ntwcM. klc,.
equipment 'and Suurfriesas well as thi Xepnir lrtsnnd ComMmitimi OBers for
rlífittiuí yoitf old Bicvcle-f- lll
shown fully illustrated, ai HAlif l.SUAL PHC'K.S. Our new
do not need new
Catnloeue 1 the tared ever issued by any Bicycle concern.youF,ven if youCatalogue
to tell yo
uetd this
etc. , for your old Bicycle,
Tires,
Repair
Parts,
Bicycle now, or
the prices you should pay when you do buy.
to rirtf
Wewanta RMer Aarenlin
Yon can select the
ICU and exhibit the new "KANHKIl."
Kltfltii
tIKil
country
am
Boys and young mcu in all parts of the
mrticular style suited to your own needs. theirfrit-nds.
1 hey make s good commission on every
Tkliuir "Raueers" and taking orders from
to sell
sale and so can you. Our great output, perfected methods aud inacliiueiy enable us
"duality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
gives large
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES. Our blir, new Catalogue also
of a generation ago
nace to these lines at lowest prices. Thousands of our 'Biccle"i customers
'
qirdity
prices are
they
Jlead'
ua,
know
of
ant
because
are now buying their "Auto" 6uudricsi
always right.
WRITE US TODAY. Tm not delay. A postal request at a coat of one cat will bring you tha
Ma catalogue. 1)0 NOX BVY until you get it and our wvnda ful new offers aud prices.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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cycle co.
j. l: mead
ish May Dances.
Ef.

Chicago, illihois

(

The love of the maypole still lingera
In the nfTectlons. of the children of
Jíngltind, and In villages many of the
oM May dances have been revived, and
1be grav playgrounds of the cities'
schools ofttlmes glow with unwonted
a
brightness on May' morniug,
with spring
girl
(the present-dnrocks and beribboned maypoles still
Ing the songs and dance the steps
which made merry the day through
the long centuries.

A BARGAIN FOR HOUSEWIVES
It ia indeed a real bargain, when .you
can get the Majestic Range that you
have been intending to buy and
have included without and additional
charge whatever a full set of fine
cookincr ware. This special offer will
be made at Floersheim Mercantile Co.
durinar Majestic Range Demonstration
Week, beeinninir Monday, December
6. Be sure to come. Select your Ma

jestic from among a variety of styles
and sizes and get your set of cook
ing ware as a gift.

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

1

W,

Department
Office

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

Pure Drugs and Chemicals

1
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I

if
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the Interior U. S. Land

at Clayton,

New Mexico,

November 8, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Ralph
Humble, of Gallegos, N. M., who, on
June 5, 1916, made Homestead Entry,
No. 022218, for the SV4, Section 25,
Township 17 N., Range 31 E N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before A. A. Wynne,

U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Mosquero, N. M., on the 16th day of
December, 191S.
Claimant names as witnesses:,
Silas II. Anderson, of Gallegos, N.
M W. A. Rockwell, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Lee Kiersey, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Helen J. Keiser, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

f"3

A

M

All Popular Drinks and Ices
KODAKS

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEri RECORDS

News

Stand,:DWLY; papers magazines

complete une of
-

Í

Toilet! Article

Cigars and Tobacco

if--

w

!

O

against you.
Fabian Chavez
'

Ck-r-

By Luis Pacheco

Deputy,
C.W.ÍÍ. Ward.
E.. Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Attorney for Plainti.T.

Under new Management

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
'
November 8, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that John
M. Kincanon, of Rosebud, N. M., who,
on March 3, 19li, made Homestead
of SEU
Entry, No. 021778, far E
Sec. 4, SW4 and WV4of SE, Sec
tion 3, Township 17 N., Range 31 E
N. MT. V. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the laud
above described before A. A. Wynna,
U. S. Commissioner at his office at
Mosquero, N. M.,' on the 16th day of
December, 1919. James I. Malone, of Rosebud, N. M.,
John A. Bell, of Rosebud, N. M.,
Charles Pryor, of Rosebud, N. M.,
Ollie Kushner, of Rosebud, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in thej
Main Business District

1

.

Department of the Interior, U. SvLaeul
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
November B, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Chttrioy Tourists and Land-Seeker- ri
B. Harprave, of Kephart, Unió Co., Will find this the right place.
New Mexico, who, on August 29th,
1916, made Homestead Kntrv v
022909, for NEK; and E-Sec-uon no, lownsmp
N., Range 29 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of
intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before F. II. Foster,

DENTIST

H. S. Murdoch

D.D.S.OÍ
Springer, will be in
Roy Dec. 8 to 14,

U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, ou the 15th day
of December, 1919.

Claimant names as witnesses:
A. T. Carter, F. C. Mooer, E. L.
Frazier, William Heath, all of Kephart, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Call early and let us examine
your teeth. NO CHARGE

5t

FOR CONSULTATION.
Office at Kitchell Hotel

Daily Thought.
What's gone and what's past heir
tliould be past grief. Sim '( nrnce. '

NOTICE

.

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico ,.
November 5, 1919.
ISOLATED TRACT
Notice is hereby given that Ora
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land J. Bradley, of Mosquero, Union Co.,
New Mexico, who, on November 4th,
Office at Clayton New Mexico
191C, made Homestead Entry, No.
Sec.
022354, for
"C" of
Nov. 3,1919.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

SV-S-

32, T. 20 N. R. 28 E. NEtt; Sectiqn
5, Township 19 N., Range 28 E., N.

Notice is hereby given that, as directed by the Commissioner of the General M. P, Meridian, has filed notice of
Land office, under provisious of Sec. intention to make-- Final Three Year,
2455 R. S., pursuant to toe upplicationt Proof, to establish claim to the land
Foster,
of Roy, N M. (above described, before F. II.
of George H. Ray,
Commissioner, at his olhce at
Serial No. 020847. we will offer at U. S.
Roy, New M?XC, Oil tV Kith day
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
of December, 1910.
v,.
at not les3 thau $1.75 per cro, at 10
Claimant names a witnesses:
o'clock A. M. on the 7th day of JanuFrank Heimann, of Roy, New Mexiary, 1919 next at this office, the
co, T. J. Heiman, of Roy, New Mexi
Sec 33 co, Sidney Keen, ot Koy, rsew Mexico,
tract of lsnd; SEi-SE- i
T. 29 N.
W. R. Bradley, of Mosquero, New
I?. 25 E, NMFM.
The sale will not be kept open, but Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
will be declared closed wlién those
Register.
present at the hour tamed baveeeased
bidding. The person making the hig- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
est bid will bo required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there, DepaTFment oí the Interior, 0. S. Earn!
Office nt Cláytoti, Nw Mexico
of.
Nvmbbr , KHj,
Any persons claiming adversely the
Notic3 Is hereby eivehlhdt friili
above described land are advised to
f, M, whd(
Gallwgdí!,
file their claims, or objections, on or A. Rockwell,, of
on March 15, 1916, made Hortidritead
before the time designated for sale.
Entry, No. 021782, Tr SW
of Sec.
24 and NW14 of Sect.on 25, Township
PAZ VALVERDE
17 N., Range 31 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
l
Register
has. filed notice of intention to make
jr

.

Final Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land at his office at Mosquero, N. M., on the
15th day of December, 1919.
Office lit Santa Fe, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
October 31, 1919.
3. B. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M ,
Notice ia hereby given that Samuel
R. Strong, of Roy, N. Méx., who, on Yadie McGaha, of Gallegos, N. M.,
October 30, 1916, made Additional J. 1Í. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M.,
Homestead Entry, No.- 028084, for S. H. Anderson, of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
SE
NE'Í, NWV SEV. E
Register.
Section 11, Township 18" N.,' Range
24 Easi. N. M. P, Meridian, has filed
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
notif if intention to make Three
year rVooi, to establish 'claim to the
land. .'Love described, before F. II. Department ef the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Foster, United States Commissioner,
at Roy, N. Méx., on the 17th day of Notice is hereby given that. Till E.
Bradley, of Mosquero, Union Co., New
December,. 1919.
Mexico, who, on June 21th, 1916, marto
Claimant names as witnesses:
Webb Kdd,- Get). N. Ray, Oscar Homestead Entry, No. 022351, for-Nt-t
SW,
ami
Kidd, A. I. Burleson, all of Roy, New
'
Section 33, Township 20 Nn
.
Mexico.
Range 28 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
FBANCISCO DELGADO,
Register. filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before P.
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
ai
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on tha
16th day of December, 1919.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

t :

Msg

SE,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Soda Fountain,

CON-FE.SS-

12-f-

Register,

Ice Cream Parlor

decreo FRO
will be rendered

5t

--

0
The Roy Drug Store

r

r

NOTICE, FOR PUBLICATION

n

Fair view Pharmacy

d

V

office.
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills) N. M.

"

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE,
.Register.
.n,:

See me and get my teros and dates
before decidme about your sale. Dates made

1010

therein

NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

Nov. 21, 1919
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
C" of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
November 8, 1919.
by the. Commissioner of the Uenerai
Notice is hereby given that David
Land 'oflice, under provisions oí Soc.
New
Co.,
Ballard, of Albert, Union
R. S. pursuant to the application
2455,
Mexico, who, on December 17th, 1917,
N.M.
made Homestead Entry, No. 023435, of William S. Arnold, of Solano,
will
offer
02U443,
No.
Section
Serial
2,
Sec.
NWÍ4:
and
for SWA:
11, Township 20 N., Range 29 E., N. at public sale, to the highest bidder,
M. P. Meridian, has filed iiotice ol but at not less than $1,25 per acre, at
intention to make Final Three Year 10 o'clock A. M., on the 17th day or
Proof, to establish claim to the land June 1919 next, atthisoflioe.the follow
above described, before F. H. Foster,
WiSEi
ing tract of land; SWl-NE- i;
U. S. Commissioner, at his ofhee at
Sec. 9, T18N,R26Et, NMFM.
Roy, New Mexico, on the 18th day of SEi-SDecember, 1919.
(This tract is ordered into the marClaimant names as witnesses:
on
a howing that the greater porket
John Gallagher, of Bueyros, New tion thereof is mountainous or too
Mexico, Canuto Gonzales, of Bueyros, rough
for cultivation.)
New Mexico, David M. Valdez, of
Albert, New Mexico, J. C. Hoskins, of
The sole will not le kept open, but
"
'
Roy, New Mexico.
will be declared closed when those prerAli V AliViiKUfij,
sent at the hour named have ceased
Register. bidding. The person making the hifh-es- t
bid will be required to immediately
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
pay to the Eecoiver the ammount
Department of the Interior U. S. Land thereof.
Any persons clairaiiiK adversely the
Office at Clayton, Mew Mexico,
November 8, 1919.
above- - pescribed land are advised to
Notice is hereby given that Simona tile their claims, or objections, on or
Martinez, of Mosquero; N. Méx., who, before the time designated for sale.
on Sept. 6, 1916, made Homestead
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Application, Noo.. 023011, for
12 27
9
Section 1, Township 17 N., Range 2'3
notice
filed
has
Mf
Meridian,
P.
N.
E.,
of intention to make 3 Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described before, Jack P. Miller, U. S.
!
Com'r,, at Solano, N. M.ex., on the
17th day of December, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Luciano B. Baca, of Mosquero, N.
Méx., Sebastian Saloz, of Mosquero, M.
Méx., Andres Yaramillo, of Mosquero, N. Méx., Cruz A. Baca, of Mos- "
ti é .
quero.

v

Spanish-America-

NOTICE FOtt PUBLICATION

C7

Ex peñen ceil
Farm Sales a specialty,
of farm
value
I
know the
Proficient,
my
get
clients.
for'
it
property and will
desire.-Competent ClerK furnished if
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t 0 t take
acknowledgements on sale paper.
and help you secure money to meet your obligations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

Nov, A. D.

Pres. and Mgr.

Ta 0,'ta E;jf g.
of cotton
Tie several CiieUnesst-ov?r the mouth if a n ulng bottle II
you would have the bluing flow smoothly and without divk reticles.

in llii
iinou4 Hue

)

tached to secure tlio payment of
the Hmour.t owing.
That unless he
enter oi
cause to be entered bis appearance in
said suit on or before the 10th day of

HENRY GARMS

s

Ilinsly-Fc-

'

El Dorado Hotel

Claimant names as witnesses:
Santiago Martinez of Mosquero,
N. Méx., Alfredo Gallegos, of Mosquero, N. Méx., Cruz A. Baca, of Mos
quero, N. Méx., Sebastian salaz, oí
Mosquero, N. Mex.
PAZ VALVEKDE,
Register.

i

i

St n to of Now Mexico

Wants the Farmers on the
mesa to save some of their best
wheat for them to grind about
February 1920. ' Will pay the
highest market price and will
want 40,000 bushels.

St)

i .v

Albert I. Day
Defendant.
,
The said defendant, Albert I. Day ii
hereby notified thit a suit in assumpao
has been commenced against said de'fendant in the District Court for tbn
County of Mora,
y suid W. VV. Day and that his propv
crty in the county of Mura has been at

S--

'Sir

) ss.

Of Solano, N. M.

For the present I will cry sales at
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
per cent within reasonable minimun
Register. Department of the Interior U. S. Land
cliarges. My success in the past is
the only recommendation I offer for
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Found. A ladies pocketbook, 4with
satisfaction in the future. See mo
November 8, 1919.
at the money and papers. Owner prove
for dates or make
Notice ia hereby given that Luciano
and pay for Adv.
Office.
B. Baca, of Mosquero, N. M., who, on
MRS. KATY MONTOYA,
Col. F. C. White,
April 12th, 1918, made Ilomesfcad
Roy, New Mexico. Lonlication. No. 023191. for Lots 4,
Ilov, N. M.
0, 7, NWH SE'i, Section 12, Town
ship' 17 N., Range 28 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make 3 Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Jack P. Miller, U. S. Com'r., at
y Salano, N. M., on the 17th day of
i

Sl

)

County of Mora
)
No. 2fl8
W. W. Day

El eva tor uo

2

t

State of New Mexico

ir

é

.

Odd-dut-

FOR PUBLICATION

In the District Court,

5t

NSE, SSW,

TV

Wee

lh)ii!Ííiv;
Ac

n

--

"J

n.
V

f

ñ'
i

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Heimann, of Roy, New Mexim

T. J. Heimann, of Roy, New Mexico.
Sidney Reed, of Roy, New Mexico,
W. R. Bradley, of Mosquero, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
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Author of "Home," "Through Stained Glass," "John Bogardui," Etc

1919.

by

Bobbi-Merr.-

p

doctors decided
that I would have

I
ft her

a light that attends the eternal
child within us but bewistful
story
of a man and a woman utter stranger
forced together
The
neath their shining gaze were shadby circumstances, living in the heart of the African Jungle, completely
ows and her cheeks were over-palcut off from the civilized world.
Just to one side of her rounded chin
was a bit of black courtplaster, shameslhle port up the coast and whose In- ful mask of a tiny sign of too much
CHAPTER I.
habitants had seized upon the occasion chocolates and too little exercise. She
Andrea Pellor stood on the edge of ta give a grand ball in the mode of the was slim enough to look tall in spite
affair of dark blue
:he cliff at the back of the Indian English, who have ever danced, courted of that clonk-likK'win hotel and gazed out across and loved best when on the eve of glove cloth that fell from her shoulders to her ankles in
twenty-fiv- e
miles of moonlit boy. It battle.
Andrea drew a long and quivering folds.
was not for lack of a partner that she
Through all his Inspection the man's
atood alone. She had promised this sigh. Tomorrow the boys would
very extra to four Insistent men, but be gone. Tomorrow Aunty Gwen and face never changed. He looked her
over deliberately, Judged deliberately,
had excused herself to one after an- she would depart in state In the
enr her affianced, too busy to the and deliberately let down the little
other of them, "Just for a moment.
last for the soft preliminaries of love, ladder that gave access to the observJust while I powder my nose."
They had all seen her run up the had sent down from the high veldt. er's seat. He helped her up without a
tomorrow would indeed word, strapped her in and then turned
talrs In the main hallway; they had Tomorrow
not - seen her travel steadily on mark the beginning of the end. "The to pour out voluble instructions In dla- through, the length of the hotel and end of what?" cried something within lect to the bronze statue that stood at
exit Into her that same something that had attention, black eyes fixed on his mascoice down the ladder-lik- e
the garden. Why hud she done tt? so often spurred her to momentary ter's face, red lips repeating like a
prompter in a Latin theater all that
That was a question thnt she herself escape.
could not have answered but thnt did
She felt a great despondency, a ter- his master said.
The white man clambered to the
ot occur to her as a matter for solu- ror of the morrow thnt would bring
tion, so often had a similar Impulse the end of nothing but that neverthe- driver's seat, placed before Andrea's,
tiatehed her momentarily away from less would mark the dentb of part of and shouted a word of command. The
a crowded world.
Andrea Pellor. Then a more startling plane swayed, moved slowly forward,
Andrea bad a past, but very little emotion seized her. She realized, al- raced fast down the sand and faster,
history. She was the only dnughter most with the sharpness of a recoil, until with n billowy lift It rose straight
eye of the rising sun.
r
f Lord Pellor of Pellor, a
thnt she was on, the verge of becom- In the
Andrea started to draw a full
baron, who could distribute five titles ing forever a woman without a" hisamong' his five sons but very little tory. She looked back and saw that breath of absolute Joy and lustead
hhIi. As a result Andrea. had lived she had never done one outre thing; swallowed an entire gale of wind. It
the life, if Ufe you can call It. of tab- she looked forward and saw thnt she almost burst her open.- She had to
ulated Impoverished English gentle- probably never would; she looked clench her teeth to conquer it, and
her
wth her hands made a vizor-fowomen: Everything that the traffic down and
eyes, a wind mask for her mouth. She
will bear for the men of the family
At her very feet was the coping that
aud for the girl Just enough frocks at edged the almost precipitous cliff. wanted to sing, but she was inarticuher coming out to dissemble the bait Upon the pale stretch of sand was a late In the face of an element at
large and sparring for another chance
that clothes the hook that catches the
d
blur, a dark,
to rush down her throat. She felt the
man with millions.
blot. She concentrated her unbelievDuring her first season offers had ing gaze upon it until she made it out cheated song racing around In her
ome to her; not the measured ad- beyond a doubt. It was an airplane. blood, swelling her heart, informing
vances of buyers In the marriage mar- Two midget figures moved around It all her limbs with a new Joy, a new
life.
ket, for about the brow of such bud- busily.
She swayed this way and that,
ding maidenhood as had been hers
Andrea watched the midgets dream- looked up and down ; then she leaned
(here hangs a guardian halo thnt
ily and thought of all the stories she
far out to study the rugged brown
hi inda the. eyes of sane-agemen, but had
read about flying mnchine elope- face of Mr. Mnn, the face that always
(he o'erlenping onslaughts of
d
ments. As she stood there her diaph-anou- s
hearts.
second-bes- t
party dress and her
It was In her fifth season that the loosened hair stirred by the splce-ladeof
arbiters
her fate raised the shear
breezes of an Indian ocean dawn
f destiny and clicked them. He who
and her eyes full of the still, fairy
fell to her lot was a man of humble
light of a tropic moon, the thing dryorigin who had reached the ripe age ing
its vast wings on the distant
fifty-eigof
without ever having had sands seemed like a giant moth,
time to mnrry. Ills life, with a difstrayed from some Amblan Night and
ference, had been Just as narrow, hide- sent
in answer to the cry of childbound and conventional as had hers.
hood's valiant fancy.
The difference was thnt he hnd travWho were those midget dots? Were
eled the stereotyped Dick Whittington
men or genii? Whence had they
they
trail to high finance rather than the
social bighvvay. He had started out In come and whither would they go? Did
Africa with a pack of cheap jewelry, they talk with tongues or like Brownau open mind and an easy conscience, ies, with their toes and eyes? Andrea
wondered all these things, suddenly
und had emerged after twenty-fiv- e
years as one of the few Gentiles In the stopped wondering, skipped up the
stair from the garden to her
combine that controls the world's diamond output. His wealth was so great room, snatched up a warm cloak affair
Hint an ultimate peerage was almost which buttoned In a high collar at
ii matter of course.
But, as usual, an her neck and that fell sheer In
folds from her shoulders to
aristocratic marriage had to come
her ankles, and in less time than it
first.
The contract was as
as would take to say Jack Robinson a
any ever perpetrated by a royal house. hundred and fifty times she was slipAllowances, carefully graded, were ping and sliding down the path of
stipulated to be paid at fixed times to many slants.
She came upon the airplane so sudAndrea's parents and to each of her
five brothers. She herself came In for denly thnt she forgot to be disappointlarge and Inalienable marriage set- ed at Its gross materialism. It was
tlement and wag further secured In very real Indeed ; so were the men who
One was the tallest,
Htich details as to where the town res- attended it.
idence was to be located as well as to blackest, nakedest native she had yet
the number and nature of the country seen, a. mighty statue in unlmagined
places which were to be maintained! bronze, paganly clothed only at the
When the document was finally com- loins with a spotted pelt. The other
pleted It was casually submitted" to wns a white mnn gone brown In the
Andrea for approval, Nobody dreamed sun. He was neither very young nor
that she would doubt for a moment old, he carried himself erect with the
that those In family authority were bearing of a man who is
"Please, Mr. Man, Take Me With You."
iiioMt able to decide what was best for and knows It, and when he moved he
gnve
muslong,
an
of
exhibition
thin
right.
smiled. From where she sat at his
She merely
her and nobody was
.skimmed through the typewritten cles under a perfect central control. shoulder the goggles were not so compnges of the prenuptlnl agreement, sat- His mouth seemed to be possessed of plete a mask.
She looked and her
isfied herself that a vast sum of money a smile that never wavered in spite eyes became fixed in a fascinated
was destined to the upkeep of Pellor, of the fact that he held a piece of stare. Two deep lines lay like parenwith sudden memo- wire between his teeth and was other- theses from the man's nostrils to the
and dreamy-eyecorners of his mouth. They made his
ries, nodded her adorable head In con-en- t. wise Intent on a number of things.
It was the black man who. first mouth look ao though tt smiled, but
.
Suddenly
All doubtless would have taken Its sensed Andrea's presepce and gave the man was not smiling.
appointed course had not the Euro- warning to his master in a low, gut- she knew that through It all," from the
pean war put In Its mightily discon- tural, rolling string of flowing vowels. moment be had laid his masked eyes
certing finger. Surprising things hap The white mnn did not look round; upon her, he hnd never smiled. Her
.
pened In South Africa. Andrea's aflt- -i he merely shrugged his shoulders and heart turned cold.
ii need sailed on twenty-fou- r
hours no- went on with his Job'. Andrea watched
CHAPTER II.
tice. The diamond mines closed down, him in silence until she was convinced
took a short nap, and then suddenly that everything that could be done to
Up to the moment of the sudden
awakened to the fact that America the machine was about to be accomalone was demanding as much of their plished and Its proprietor on the verge chilling of her exultant blood, Andrea
product as had the whole world before of flying away and then, emboldened bad been almost oblivious of the din
It turned Its entire attention to mak- by that unwavering smile, she said in of the engine. Now she could think of
ing munitions and paying for them. such a voice as children use 'when nothing else. The deafening ronr that
Andrea's betrothed found himself har- pleading for cake, "Please, Mr. Man, made speech futile was a very real
barrier; It Imprisoned her, held her
nessed to his Job, possibly for the du- take me with you,"
She knew a good deal about flying like the bars of an Iron cage, and even
ration of the war. As a result it was
decided In family conclave that It was machines; ehe knew they couldn't beat her remorselessly with Its rapid-fir- e
explosions of defying sound.
Incumbent upon, Andrea to take ad- stay up very long and that If they
She sank back on her seat, panting
vantage of a providential detail of two were worth anything at all they InvaShe was frightened!
of her brothers on the Nyassaland ex- riably came back to where they and sobbing.
pigeons. Never since the day when as a little
peditionary force and accompany started from like
them, surrendering St George's chapel She had left her door locked and she child a closet door closed and locked
figured that she would be back long upon her and Inexorable darkness had
for a quiet marriage In the colonies.
It was a blow, but the fact thnt the before Aunty Gwen could work her- held her for moments that were such
entire set of tapered allowances self up to the point of having It an eternity had she known, such terwould not start until the sacrificial broken in. When her voice rang across ror. The feeling that had come to
ceremony had taken place more than the silence of the false dawn, clear her then came to her now darkness,
offset the loss la pomp. Andrea start- and light as a silver bell giving tongue a sinking of the heart down, down
ed for Africa escorted not only by the across snow, the white man started through an Interminable void and,
aforementioned brothers but by old and dropped the wrench he was ma- tumbling after It, body, soul, a leg or
Aunty Gwen, hale and hearty at sev- nipulating. He cauglit it in midair; two and a clutching hand, all come
enty in spite, or perhaps by reason, of then let it fall to the ground delib- apart In the maelstrom of fear.
having been frightened out "of many erately and turned to look her over.
The present nightmare did not last
She was certainly something to see for long." Andrea gradually realized
So here they were,
years' growth.
Aunty and she, on the point of part- and to wonder at. Her eyes of Irish that In fact she was quite grown up,
ing with the two boys at the last pos- - blue danced with a light younger than not a child at all but a strong and
face
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reasonably healthy young woninn who
had ridden straight to hounds at many
d
gate before which men
a
had often paled. What was she frightened about? A man? Why, in the
vulgar vernacular of across the water,
men had been her ailment for years
Her backbone stiffened with a snup,
she assumed her natural erect and
carriage, aud, leaning forward from the hips, laid her
hand on the man's arm. Gentle action
falling to command his attention, she
tugged at him, then shook him. He
showed no sign and Andrea's lips
gradually set in a thin straight line.
Doubling up her fists she started to
pummel him into submission.
The onslaught was sudden, and it
was reasonable to suppose that the
man would half Jump out of his skin
to their mutual peril. She was prepared for that but not for what really
transpired. The man merely raised
his shoulders at the first blow and paid
no heed whatever to the ones that followed in rapid diminuendo, ceasing
suddenly when Andrea painfully realized that such fists as hers were never
intended for stone crushers. She sat
back filled with wonder and a vague
admiration for the construction of the
male frame.
In the meantime the airplane continued to mount steadily Into the
chilly morning blue. She looked about
her and down. The world was very
far away and very small. It looked
like something that one might forget
and leave behind entirely. She tried
in vain to pick out the tiny roof that
was sheltering Aunty Gwen through
her. morning nap. Tears once more
came Into her eyes and then receded
as a new idea came to the assistance
determination.
of her
She stooped over, took off one dainty
satin slipper, and after a foolish
glance upward to assure herself that
the man couldn't possibly look, uudld
certain fasteners with fingers that
could see in the dark, and subsequently removed one of 'her best party,
1

square-shouldere- d

hard-presse- d

heavy

silk

champagne-colore-

d

vstock-ing-

s.

This done, she sat back with the
stocking In her lap and stared long
and pensively at the man sitting before her Intent on the business of going somewhere at the rate of a hundred miles an hour. That thought electrified her. A hundred miles an hour
meant fifty for every half hour, and
thirty minutes had" certainly passed
since she had delivered her person into
the trap of a kindly smile that was not.
She took a long breath, leaned forward, .slipped the stocking deftly
around the man's neck, tied It in a
single slipping knot and pulled.
The
The results were lmniedlate.
man headed the airplane up for a last
grab at altitude, started It on a long,
straight downward glide and 'cut off
his engine. The blessed stillness that
followed was so Ineffably sweet that
Andrea had to give vent to one great
sigh before she spoke, and while she
was doing that the man calmly drew
a hunting knife from his belt and
severed the restraining strands of a
stocking that only a moment before
bad been almost worthy of the ankle
It had clothed and adorned.
"Oh!" gasped Andrea.
"Is that all you had to. say?" asked
the man. Into the vast and rushing
stillness his calm voice dropped words
as cool and hard as pellets of ice.
Andrea choked with rage,. She bad
to swallow a lump in her throat before
she could gasp, "I want to go back
at once."
"You asked, me to take you with
me," said the man in the same calm
voice, "and I don't happen to be going
back."
"Not going back !'' Stuttered Andrea,
trying valiantly to' appear collected.
"I did ask ta c come, b but It's every woman's privilege to ch change
her mind.
"When I first looked at you I saw
a smile that was kindly and chivalrous. How could 1 know that your
smile is nothing but camouflage made
up of lines of dissipation, and your
hideous goggles nothing but a mask
for hard eyes? I thought you were
a man; but you're nothing but a beast,
willing to torment a girl who has foolishly put herself In your power."
"My dear girl," said the man, "you
asked me to bring you with me, and
like a fool I did. Now, like a woman,
you are crying because I didn't bring
you and leave you at the same time.
Same old story. Women are forever
wanting to eat their cake and have it

throttle.

"Stop!" cried Andrea.
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Canton, Ohio. "I suffered from a
female trouble which cauned me much
sutienng, and two
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"I

must know what you mean. How can
I talk to you with that awful din going on?"
"Oh, you'll have lots of time to
talk," said the man, nnd no sooner
were the words out of his mouth than
they were almost wiped off the slate
of memory by the sudden roar of the
engine.
Andrea sank back in her seat, crumpled up in body and mind, and cried
like a baby. Great big sobs came tumbling up and out of her swelling
throat For the first time in many

could

get well.

"My mother, who
had been helped by
LydiaE. Pinkhnm

Vegetable

Com-poun- d,

advised me
to try it before su
an operation. It relieved me

from mv troubles

so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much for
them." Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1421 6tb
St, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious condiyears she felt that she wanted her tions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
mother and at once.
have
cured by thie
"Oh, mummy ! mummy !" she sobbed so many women herb been
remedy, Lydia K.
root and
famous
a
like a little child, and moment later, Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
Just exactly like a little child, she doctors have said that an operation waa
stopped crying, sniffed twice, blinked necessary every woman who wan ta
her eyes dry and presently smiled for to avoid an operation should give it a
no special reason, Just as a ' dawn fair trial before submitting to such a
ordeaL ,
smiles when Its sun breaks out from trying
complications exist, write to Lydia
If
the dewy clouds of morning. What E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
had happened? Why, a most impor- for advice. The result of many yeara
tant thing. She had suddenly realized experience is at your service.
that no one could hear her crying, not
It Is easier for one wl.se man to fool
even herself!
"Every person one meets," thought a dozen fools than for a dozen fools
Andrea, following the line of her dis- to fool one wise man.
Some
covery, "has to be climbed.
people are ' insignificant mounds and
you Just walk over them; others are
high cliffs that It takes a long time
to climb but that give you fresh and
wider views the higher you go. And
then there are others," she continued
with a vindictive look at the stolid
pon't blast your Liver and
back in Iront of her, "that are Just
Bowels, but ttke
great round hard bowlders."
Her mouth, drew down at the cor"Cascárets."
ners, but she would not succumb again
to feeling sorry for herself. Instead
You men and women who can't get
she shielded her eyes once more and
took stock of the various handiworks feeling right who have headache,
of God. The world was good to look coated tongue, bad taste and foul
upon that morning.
It was twirling breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bilby in a strange rotative movement ious, nervous and upset, bothered with
that gave it an illusive appearance. It a sick, gassy, disordered stomach and
was like a new toy in the way of pan- colds. Are you keeping your liver and boworamas. Things started to come nearer,
changed their minds and then swept els clean with Cascareis, or shocking
into the past, lingering long on a steep your lnsldes every few days with Calhorizon as though they hesitated be- omel, Salts, Oil and violent pills?
Cascareis work while you sleep ; they
fore an Irrevocable plunge.
Andrea found that by holding back cleanse the stomach, remove the aour,
her skirts she could look straight undigested, fermenting food and foul
down. She did so off and on for halt gases; take the excess bile from the
an hour and the things she saw told liver and carry out of the system all
her much. Forest and plain, forest the constipated waste matter and poiand plain swept under and away in an son In the bowels. Cascareis never
endless gentle undulation cut twice gripe, sicken or cause inconvenience
by long,' wandering silver bands. and Cascarets cost so little too. Adv.
From high in the air those bands
When a bank note talks It might be
were nothing mere strips of ribbon
that a child could step over. But termed n paying teller.
down there? She knew that down
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they weré mighty 4ivers7aoubt-le8teeming with hippos, crocodiles
and snakes I

They arrive at their journey's end. You'll enjoy the
next installment. '
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The housewife

tlon as she looks at 'the" basket of
clenr, white clothes and thanks Ked,
Cross Bag Blue. At grocers, 5c.
No. (here Is no Insurance against
the flumes kindled by n, woman's eyes.

BREAKS YOUR COLD IN
JUST A FEW HOURS

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

NEW

PROCESS

IN SCULPTURE

Invention of Italian Scientist Will
Revolutionize Work of Masters
of the Chisel.

"Pape'a Cold Compound" Instantly
lieve stuffiness and
distress

re-

! Quit blowing
dose of "Pape's Cold
Compound" taken every two hours unA process for producing
til three doses are taken usually breaks
by photography is the' fruit of the
up a severe cold and ends all grippe
Invention of an Italian scientist.
misery.
The basis of the Invention Is the
The very first dose opens your
property possessed by a film of chromi- clogged-u- p
nostrils and the air passum gelatin of swelling in proportion
ages of the head ; stops nose running ;
to the intensity of the light fulling
s,
relieves the headache, dullness,
upon it The swelling is greater with
sneezing, soreness and stiffness.
a low than with a high Intensity, so
"Pape's Cold Compound" Is the
that the light passing through a phorelief known and costs
tographic negative produces upon a quickest, surest
cents at drug stores. It
only
a
few
chromium gelatin plate a positive la
acts without assistance, tastes nice,
distinct relief.
no quinine Insist upon
The transparency of an ordinary contains!
Pape's
Adv.
negative, however, is not truly proportional to the relief of the original
livery time n mnn takes a tumble
model, but by an Ingenious automatic
he fulls ngulnst his Inclination.
device Involving double exposure this
difficulty Is avoided and a negative
SWO-PM- MEED
Is obtained having its lights and IVOKEHproduce
graded
to
shades correctly
the
effect of relief.
Thousanda of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
At a Disadvantage.
Womens' complaints oftea prove to be
There had been unpleasant words nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
of kidney or bladder disease.
before between the dramatist and a result the
kidneyi are not in a healthy
If
leading comedian as to 'the tatter's condition,
they may cause the other orhabit of adding Impromptu Jokes to gans to become diseased.
his part. "There's no need for you
Pain in the back, headache, loss of amto gag," said the dramatist angrily, bition, nervousness, are often timet sympafter the comedian bad done It again. toms of kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
"Your part as written Is quite fuuny Kilmer's
Swamp-Root- ,
a physician's prestllL"
enough. All you've got to do is to say scription, obtained at any drug store, may
"I am not crying," said Andrea, "and the words and wait for the audience be just the remedy needed to overcome
my name Isn't 'my dear girl' but the to laugh." The comedian did not look iuch conditions.
Honorable Andrea Pellor." She paused convinced. "That's all right for yon,"
Get a medium or large size bottle imon that weighty announcement.
be grumbled. "You live In town and mediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
"Really?" said the man, unmoved. can afford the time. But don't forget
ereat preparation aend ten cents to Dr.
"Brother In the Flying Corps. Nice, I have to catch the midnight train Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
humdrum noble family, as I remember to my place in the suburbs, and I can'
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
It. Well?"
wai$ till the audience laughs
mention this paper. Adv.
"Don't!" cried Andrea. "Don't start
Wash-Da- y
A good ninny moving spectacles are
on the Deep.
that horrible noise again. I want to
On her first trip to Nantasket, little due to heartless landlords.
talk to you. I want to oh, what are
you going to do with me?"
Bess remarked as she looked over the
There was a pathetic threat of tears side of the steamer: "Mamma, they put
too much bluing In thla water." Which
In the question that should have melted the rockiest heart, but it failed. "I reminds us of another tot who exhave no Intention of doing anything claimed on seeing the wake of a
i
i ÍI
la1
with you beyond what you asked for, steamer : "Oh, look, mother, that boat
and no interest," said the man quietly. Is losing all its soap." Boston
He reached once moro for the
i rr y
-M
Clean
rt for f'M Ij'm Car Bosh Murine Co.Chif
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Spread INFLUENZA

Let "Danderine" save your
hair and double its

KILL THE COLD

beauty.

hill'

cascap4PM
K

Standard fold remedy for 20 years in tablet lorro uta, sura, no
apistes breaks up a cold la 24
Hours relieves grip in 9 days.
Money back it it tails, ine
genuine box has a Fed
v top with Mr. Hill's
picture.
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To stop fulling hair at once and rid
the sculp of every particle of dandruff,
get a small bottle of delightful "Danderine" at any drug or toilet counter
for a few cents, pour a little in your
hand and rub It Into (he scalp. After

BAB DREAII
Often Caused by

oiiiooh

Aeid-S- f

several applications the hair usually

How
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can

yon

wit h

a

sour,

gssay

stops coming out and you can't find any stomach, who la constantly blchlng, b
heartburn and suffers from Indigestion have
dandruff. Help your hair grow long, anything
but a bad breath? All of these
thick and strong and become soft, torn sell disorders mean just one thing
glossy and abundant. Adv.
BATON IC. the wondrful new stomach
remedy In pleasant tasting tablet form thut
you eat like a bit of candy, brings Quick
You can't be sure that the family relief from these stomach miseries. B ATONsweetens the breath because It maks the
Isn't at home those days until you ICtomach
sweet, coni and comfortable. Trj tt
have rapped on the garage door.
for that nasty tasie, congested throat and
"heady feeling" after too much smoking.
may cause ?oo
If neglected,
a lot of serious trouble. It leads to nerGREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER.
Slop a minute and think what It
means to say that "Green's August
Flower has been a household remedy
all over the civilized world for more
than half a century." No higher praise
Is possible and no better remedy can
bo found for constipation, Intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the depressed feeling that accompanies such disorders.
It Is most valuable for
or nervous dyspepsia and
liver trouble, coining up of food, palpitation of heart, and many other
symptoms.
A few doses of August
Flower will relieve you. It Is a gentle
laxative. Ask your druggist. Sold In
all civilized countries. Adv.

vousness, headaches. Insomnia, melancholia,
rheumutlsm, sciatica, heart trouble, uler
and cancer of the stomach. It makes H
millions of victims weak and miserable,
listless, lacking In energy, all tired out. H
often brings about chronic Invalidism, premature old age, a shortening of one's
You need the help that K ATONIC can give
you If you are not feeling as strong amt
well as you should. Tou will be surprised
to ses how much better you will feel juet as
soon as you begin taking this wonderful
stomach remedy. Get a big (0 cent box
from your druggist today. He will return
your money if you are not satisfied.
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It lakes two to make a quarrel, but
it only takes one lo say "I'm sorry."
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
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Useo Shorihorn Dull

by local applications us they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
Ton will jnrmiH tna
only one way to cure Catarrhal Deafness,
i, asiU '
watirht and Improve the
And that Is by a constitutional remedy.
Quality of your ralra by
acts
HALL'S CATARRH MED1CINK
Hiring a
through the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces f
'
Tbe ealrra 1)1
make tatter alna and sail
of the System. Catarrhal Deafness la
for mora pr ponnd at the
c4
caused by an inflamed condition of the i
market Tbe belrem Hilt
mucous lining; of the Eustachian Tube.
siiake better breeder ana)
When this tube is Inflamed you have a
beuer milkers. Hbnnburn
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
top tbe beef markets
steers
when it Is entirely closed, Deafness is the
and
tbe eow Bias Blab
.
.... milk records.
result. Unless the inflammation ran be re'
duced and this tube restored to its norWrite for Information to
mar condition, hearing may be destroyed American H northern Breeders' tbeAasevlatioa
forever. Many cases of Deafness are 13 Itoxtar Parh Ave.
Lb leu o, IU.
caused by Catarrh, which is an inflamed
condition of the Mucous Surfaces,
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
by
be
HALL'S CATARRH
cured
MEDICINE.
75c.
Druggists
All
Circulars free.
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
F. J. Cheney
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The rapidity with which Taris is
picking up Is to be noticed more In
the dressmaking establishments thnn
anywhere else, writes a l'arls fashion

One never sees a bare arm now without the handsomest of jeweled bracelets always above the elbow and almost as high as the shoulder.
The
correspondent. AH of the dressmakers fad was started about a year ago when
have as much as they can do and are Parisians commenced to wear Jade
LGOUOL-- 3 I'EB CENI.
far behind with their orders on ac- and- - onyx and all sorts of queer comAVcéetablePrcparaüoofcrAs-similatinfctoelooJ
count of the scarcity of workwomen position bracelets to bring good luck.
,
byEcguU-''and the difficulties encountered In pro- As they became more popular and
lin1jie5tomactsnndD(Wctsa
Despite more of the sleeveless dresses apducing tissues fast enough.
the complaints from every direction peared, the variety of bracelets grew
the dressmakers get around the pro- and now the Jeweled ones are the rage.
!
Last summer at Deauville a Pari- duction question and women continue
Thereby Promoting
.
to buy the most extravagant clothes
i Cheerfulness ana
that are to be found.
i neither Ontam.Morpmnen.
The great fad for the moment which
lluicral. NoT NAHcoti:
helps to make the money go Is the
elaborate head bands and headdresses
r
of all sorts. They are Jeweled, aigret-te- d
1
jitxSrm
and paradlsed until they have
i
grown to form the greatest portion of
Jmtmmf . .
a woman's evening attire. Since Fashion has left so little to the dresses' to
be described, It Is well that she beRemedy for
lieves In covering the hend.
Worth has been showing some beauConstipation md Diarrhoea
tiful creations In the way of jeweled
and Fevcrisnnes
head bands and Insists upon their beof Sleep
Loss
ihefefrMianty-rac-5roileSnataoing worn with all of his evening
resuliin.
dresses, especially the handsome black
spangled and jet models, for he says
that there Is nothing - that gives a
touch of supreme elegance ami. at the
Compaq
The Cevtadb
same time takes away the severe effect that a black Jet dress might he ac
-cused of having as a smart headdress.
One of his best head ornaments Is n
narrow band of black velvet (less than
an Inch wide) outlined by brilliants
placed about a quarter of an Inch
Wrapper.
Exact Copy of
tm asmua loanur, hhimi rt.
apart. From each jewel a tiny aigrette
spray protrudes, giving a very soft,
fuzzy look to tbe band.
Nine times out of ten when u man
Will Need It.
Paradise Sprays Sticking Straight Up.
marry
buys a horso he is sold.
will hove
"The next limn I
This same band sometimes has
to have money."
sprays of paradise sticking straight up
huswill,"
replied
certainly
her
"He
Baby
Rashes.
Cutlcura Soothes
In front. The aigrettes and paradise
That Itch and burn with hot baths band, '.'if be is BolnK to try to provide keep the brilliants from being too
of Cutlcura Soap followed by gentle you with all the things you have asked startling In their effect, which Is usualanointings of Cutlcura Ointment. me to get."
ly the objectlou to handsome headNothing better, purer, sweeter, espegear, lie is also showing narrow Jet
Anxious to Comply.
cially If a little of the fragrant Cutlbands, but always with the feathers to
"What's the idea." said Mr. Dolaii, soften the effect of the
cura Talcum Is dusted on at the finspeeches?
"of standing around making
ish. 25c each everywhere. Adv.
Jet. One. Jet band Is smart with
The boss said we must speed up."
aigrettes sticking
three question-marA woman's pronunciation of depot
"Sly mistake !". rejoined Mr. ltafTer-ty- . straight up In
front. Worth made a Simple. Black Chantilly Model With
"
depends upon her station In life.
up.'
lift
said 'Speak
"I thought
similar one to this for Mrs. Wilson
Bodice of Black Satin Note the
last spring when he first went In for
Modest Lace Frills on the Sides of
the headdresses. Since then he has
the Skirt Finished With Rosettes.
developed them In all sorts of ways,
They
diabut they are never too elaborate.
sienne appeared with thirty-fivare always elegant without being over- mond bracelets on one arm. They
done.
were all worn above the elbow, and,
Science says that old sue Wins with action and enables the organs to throw
Drccoll has always shown head- sleeves or no sleeves, and night and
weakened kidneys and digestive organs. off the poisons which cause premature
dresses with his evening models. They day, she was never without her brace-Msue. New life and strength inórense
This being true, it is easy to believe old you
.continue the treatment. . When
have usually been on the Cleopatra
It Is an exceedingly pretty style
that by keeping toe kidneys and diges- ss
restored continue taking a
type with crowns of Jewels or jet when It is not overdone, especially for
tive organs cleansed and in proper work- completely
or two each day. GOLD MEDing order old age can be deferred and capsule
crowns with high standing pieces In a woman who has reached the age
Haarlem Oil Capsules will keep you
life prolonged far beyond that enjoyed AL
in health and vigor and prevent a return
front and more ornaments dangling when her arm might not be as beautiby the average person.
,' of
the disease.
over the ears. One Is always, sure of ful as it once was. It Is nice for the
For over 200 years GOLD MEDAL
Do not wait until old age or disease
seeing these at Dreeoll's worn with Jewelers, too; for tney are put to their
Haarlem Oil has been relieving the have settled down for good. At the first
wits' end to find new devices to meet
weaknesses and disabilitydue to advanc- sign that your kidneys are not working
ing years. It is a standard
properly, go to your druggist and get a
the great onrush for spending money.
home remedy and needs no introduction. box of GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
newly rich invariably buy jewels
The
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil is inclosed Capsules. Money refunded if they do
and they have been coming on at such
in odorless, tasteless capsules contain- not help you. Three sixes. But reing about 5 drops each. Take them ss member to ask for the original imported
a pace recently and have bought the
Tí """"""i
yon would a pill, with a swallow of GOLD MEDAL brand. la sealed packusual rings, necklaces, crowns, etc..
water. The oil stimulates the kidney ages.
and are still looking for something
more, so the new design In the
KNEW HE WOULD BE THERE CLEARLY WITHOUT THE LAW
bracelet pleases their fancy.
It breaks the startling nakedness of
Innkeeper Evidently Had Implicit Wise Judge Quickly Po nted Out Why
un arm that might be ugly If It doe
Musician Was Manifestly Guilty
Faith in the Punctuality of His
not go to the other extreme by being
' Coming Guest.
of Loafing.
wonderfully beautiful. It Is a pity
that something of the sort could not
A 'man was brought Into court
An old Englishman, flames Scott by
he Invented for the backless dresses,
law. The
under the
name, traveled about on business unfor It Is amazing to note how very few
til he was nearly eighty years of age. Judge looked at hln) for a moment and
women have really beautiful backs
He became celebrated for his punctu- then nsked:
and arms.
"What Is your occupation?"
ality and methodical habits. Upon one
Veil Inclined to Be Overdone.
"I am a musician, your honor," was
occasion a gentleman stopped at an
The veil Is another accessory that
Inn much frequented by Mr. Scott and the reply.
has held sway for a long time and Is
"In that case I'll have to find you
saw a fine fowl cooking.
now Inclined to be overdone. The
loafing."
hunguilry
of
"That looks very good," said the
modistes have been showing the Inost
"But, your honor," protested the
gry guest. "You may serve that for
veils for the last year. The
beautiful
man, "I'm regularly employed by the
my dinner."
majority of the hats have no trimming
organist."
us
an
"You cannot have that, sir," replied church
on them whatsoever but are worn with
"That only confirms my opinion,"
the landlord. "That is being cooked
a handsome veil.
said the Judge. "The law requires
for Mr. Scott, the traveler."
Lewis showed some smart Spanish
your
occupaman
work,
to
every
but
"I know Mr. Scott very well," said
veils In the early autumn that are now
the gentleman. "Is he stopping here?" tion requires you to play."
being worn everywhere. They are
"Oh, no, sir " answered the landlord.
huge squares In the handsome Spanish
Shocking
News.
"But six months ago he ordered n fowl
laces of a rather heavy design which
Mrs. Husklnby (with letter from the
to be ready for him at precisely two
are simply thrown over the hat and
o'clock today, and we are expecting medical student) Sakes alive!
left to fall loosely on the shoulders.
he says that he's learnin' how to
ilm every minute."
Many of the evening hats, tulle turtorture a a a I think It's ukelele
bans, have lace veils attached to thera
whatever that Is.
In long streamers hanging over one
n
(excitedly)
Mr. Husklnby
Subtle Scheme.
shoulder. The fad for veils of all deWelfare-Workegot
young
to
whelp! He's
the
"I have often thought, Mrs.
scriptions amounts to a craze and the
that it would be an admirable switch to the law right away. No
queer part of It is that the very fewIdea to get Intoxicated, get arrested, son uv mine is goln'.to be a
est of them are ever worn over the
!
Buffalo Kxumlner.
snd thus he able to write up what hapface.
pens to those members of the world's
Another smart accessory that Is beConsequence.
The
"nfortunntes."
coming
n fad is the little Chinese
InterDuvetyn
Tan
"He has been sowing his wild oats." Model of Darkest
"Well?" said the rich lady.
Collared, sweater made of the new embroidered
Draped
and
estingly
"That Is why he looks so seedy."
"Could you supply the necessary
Vested, Cuffed and Banded in Seal silk jersey tissue. They can scarcely
Baltimore American.
Louisville Courier-JournaFur The Combination of Color Is be called sweaters but . are long
blouses rather on the n andarin order.
Charming.
They are very loose and slip on over
two or three strictly show dresses that the head. The tissue Is woven with
are the gems of the collection. This the little bunches of Chinese flowers
season, however, he Is showing a all over It and a bund down one side
g
AHealfh-Buildingreater variety, and many of the other lo carry out the Chinese effect. The
dressmakers are putting aside all border also carries out the mandarin
effect. The blouse is worn with a
other accessories for the headdress.
Feathered Fans In Discard.
broad loose belt embroidered In a ChiThe feathered funs ure being put nese design.
away for the headdress, for both
This same emhroidered tricot fabric
would be too much,- - especially with also makes beautiful negligees of the
dresses. kimono design. The black embroidered
the very scant
It might loolc as If the accessories In blue and green and lined with blue
anct-barle- y
(A
were outdoing the dress, and so they panne makes a smart kimono. It Is
are. .At least there Is much more to also made effectively Into little house
dithem. How ridiculous a picture of a capes lined with soft velvet.
nude figure would look with a huge
feathered fan in her hand and her
Children's Dresses.
and
with
Jewels
It is a mistake to think that
head covered
evening dress
Is a necessary fabric from which
aigrettes ! A present-dawould give the sume effect with too to make the little girl's or boy's Winter coat. It is quite possible to use
nnny accessories.
a heavy cotton corduroy, provided you
Wear Bracelets Above the Elbow.
The sleeveless dresses have brought use a heavy cotton Interlining with It.
another fad to the front recently, that A quilted cotton padding 13 splendid
'f wearing bracelets above the elbow. for this purpose.
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"CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP"
IS CHILD'S LAXATIVE
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Farmer Jones Syrup ia a delicious,
nourishing food, moraine', noon
or night. Everyone likes it because
it is so good. The natural purity
of flavor of sorghum is maintained, absolutely unchanged.
Made by a prorea eela(T with na, frota k

cam arowa under the direct lupexViatoa
at our awn agricultural experta.

'
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Blend Syrup
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Accept "California" Syrup of Figs
only look for the name California on
the package, then you are sure your
child is having the best and most harmless laxative or physic for, the little
Children
stomach, liver and bowels.
Full
love its delicious fruity taste.
directions for child's dose on each bottle. Give It without fear.
Mother! You must say "California."

-- Adv.
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will make some men
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of

act almost human.

l.

Food

bnck-to-natu-

blend.of wheat

prepared to
gest easily and make
and keep people strong

fa

"

all cases of

Cfctamper, Pinkeye, lr.Hu
J
enza, Colds, etc.'-ot all horses, brood mares, colts,
stallions, Is to

"SPOil'l TIIELl"
On thHr tonsrue or in the feed put
Suobn's Liquid Compound. Give the
rrmedy to all of them. It acts on the
blood snd glands. It routs the disease
by expelling; the disease germs. It wards
off the trouble no matter how they are
"exposed." Absolutely free from anything Injurious. A child can safely take
It. Hold by druggists, harness dealers,
or sent expresa paid by the manufacturers. Special Asenla Wanted.

(
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DPOiSil MEDICAL CO., GOSHEU, lílD., U. G. A

y

YOU CAM MAKE MSXEY

THE CHEAT TEXAS CU

fields iviTKsar cc:.::3 to texas

"There's a Reason"

By forming a syndicate among yonr friends and procuring small traet
of well located oil and gas leases In fifteen counties of lexas and holding your leases until more than 00 drilling wells in this area have been
comnletd. A small Investment and one that you will absolutely oontrol.
W1UTE FOR FULL PARTICULARS TODAY.

tw...

'

TEXAS OIL LANDS COMPANY

808-80- 9

810 Flrit National Bank Bldf.

Fort Worth. Taxaa
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Given you on this occasion
only, at our Store-.- -a beautiful
set of substantial, useful, extra-goo- d
quality cooking vare-wi- th
your purchase of any style or
size, Great Majestic RANGE!

i
;

v.

New Colors and Shapes

.

Great Majes

Roy Trading Co.
Violets.
There ore many myths and legends
connected with Ihe violet, which has
been considered the good luck flower
by many nationalities. Tn some places,
English rural f.jlU say a handful of
the first violets found should he taken
Inlo (ho farmhouse, so good lin k will
bo assured In (lie hutching of nil the
baby fowls of the barnyard.

Chicago's Wild Onions,
Attempts have been made to prove
that the name "Chicago" is from an
Indian word, meaning mighty, or that
It has some poetic or high moral significance, but the general opinion Is
that it Is a form of the Indian name
for wild onion, which grows abundantly In that locality.

Giving and Doing.
that saves
It Is the giving up
It, When we stop calling it our own,
seeking to hoard it and enrich It for
ourselves, arid begin bestowing It in
loving Interest and service upon othr
ers, '.e find that It has suddenly be
come richer and stronger than ever
before. '

--

Gol. A. H. Gerard
AUCTIONEER

i

CO iJ9

During this Bargain Week
only.

Buy your Majes-

tic Range NOW!

The price

price.

The

3

tho

1.

your complete set of fine cooking wave.

and lasts 3 times longer than Steel

ing ware anywhere, any time, for less

3.

prevents loss of heat and

thick;

any price a range that is equal of

saves fuel.

12.

Its first cost is

4.

satisfactory

service

the

make

jestic the most economical

Air-tig-

oven;

ht

all partq riveted

5.

Ma-

Come to onr Mejestic Range

There

with drop doors.

No springs on oven door;

it

is sup-

ported with strong, durable stab;,

10 years of experience

7.

Week Demonstration.

Unbreakable malleable iron;

want it.

mits

rivet-tig-

per-

joints; saves fuel

And get your get of Cooking Ware,
without

I

OF GENERAL
NEW STOCK
MERCHANDISE IAT FAIR PRICES

OFFERS

YOU

b loershei

Mercantile Co.

ROY,

In the Foster Block, Roy,

ha

A

NEW MEX.

AUCTIONEER!

Telephone Tattle.
. "
'I'Mpvpr mil Iipl'l'iim lihve n "emit"
luiiL'unce lit their own. When n hurt- lar uses (lie phrnxe, "slrnek liy light- nhig," he means that he was arreste!!
by tin: police whilst engaged on his
little Job, through Information cou
veyed through thu loloplione.
"

Farm Sales a specialty

White

Col. F.Q.

Offers the you benefit of lis wide acquaintance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

i

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well :'n advance dates
office.
also made at Spanish-American

We own and control abo

In Tps. 24 N. and 25 N. Raimes 26 and
County. We also have a few

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.
Roy, Solano and Mosquero

roceries

Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-Wea- r

REMIGIO LOPEZ

See, Henry Krabbenschmidt,

or S. E. Paxton,

if you have wheat for sale

Clothing

WE SOLICT YOUR PATRONAGE

JIJAN LUJAN

il

E.

Colfax

Small Stock Ranches

IIid s, Pelts and all IFarm and Ranch Produce.

rs

fine

35000 acres of
Farm Lands

Atllighest Market Prices

1

Mercenary Love.
liUle cousins bad qunrreloa,
m.i n.o mother of on of Uht" .ied
to make peace. "Amy," she snlil, 'why
oí, you tell Hobble you wouldn't ba
" 'Cos be didn't
his little sweetharl
nsk me," replied Amy indignantly, "till
l,o Unowed I had n new dime!"
Two

and

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe-- necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

We Buy Butter and Eggs

charge, by purchasing your

Majestic now.

tni'lTi"-

The New Store
LUJAN & SON

The more

you know about it, the more you will

and repair expense.

0

many

and holds any weight placed on it.

References: Springer Dank Colfax County, State Bank
of Springer, N. M. Cimarron Bank Cimarron, N. M.
For dates phone Springer Timed Springer, N. M. or write
me at Springer.

'

are

other Majestic
superiorities.
Ño other range gives you such value
for your money. See and examine the
Majestic critically at our special Bar-g- i.

Large warming closets, roomy and
convenient,

'6.

of ranges.

Enamel, if desired.
Cooking top burnished dark blua,
requires no polish.
Heavy nickel trimmings; smooth
as glass; stay bright, easy to keep
clean.

together, assures perfect baking,

ranje

Jjong

It.

Lined with Asbestos Board, U.inch

than $10.00. And you cannot buy at

practically its only cost.

Open end ash pan; like shovel, removes ashes easily and cleanly.
Ash cup catches ashes that otherwise fall on floor.
JO. Poors and splasher back beauti- fully paneled in White or Blue

2. Body of Charcoal Iron; resists rust

cook-

.

S).

water temperature.

No extra charge whatever for

Yet you could not buy this set of

are weakest.

of the reasons why. The Ma-- "
jestic is the range for you.
hot water reservoir;
patented shifting lever controls

A few

regular ";Great Majestic

the Great Majestic.

help us

Majestic leatures of superiority.

special

value offer to you.

same!

at our store to

douliie weight;
pipe collar double strength; front
of flue at top and bottom of oven
covered with indestructible malleable iron strongest where others

show and explain to you the many

this extraordinary

We make

will be here

one week

'

First joint or pipe

S.

The representative of the manufacture

life, economy of fuel, durability, and

Live Stock and Farm Sale

f

MANGE

cemoer

A Pleasant Place To Trade,
aper.
"March 31th v&s the anniversary
f the Hrtli of the first daily paper in
Jingland, to wit, the Dully Cournnt,"
says the London Morning Tost. "It
tvas issued In the yonr 1702, by 'H.
Mallet, ntfalnst the Pitch In Fleet
Street,' nnd it was cyuieally said of
the worthy pioneer that he was the
'earliest journalist to show nny JeaU
ousj for uu accurate statement of fact.

v.

n Week!

Everybody's Wearin' 'Em.
They are a GENTLEMAN'S HAT

Umy

EH

X

W

U. S.

Wheat Director License No. 0283311.

All these lands will
Now is the time to buy. '
vance very rapidly in the next few months.
'

ad-

.

Dont wait, until the outsiders
pick it all up get some while it
is cheap.
.
Will meet interested parties at Uoy or Mills by
Drop a card in P. O. at Mills or Roy.
appointment.
Main oflice 302-- 1st Nat'l Bank lldg Wichita Kans.
3

O. W. Kerr & Company

